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ABSTRACT 
 This Master’s project aims to examine the issues involved in the creation and 
enhancement of direct-to-business and direct-to-institution marketing and distribution 
arrangements for mid-sized farms in Southern New England.  Previous scholarly and 
professional literature has indicated that regional food systems are less costly from an 
environmental perspective than national or local ones, identity-preserved products have 
inherent marketing advantages over untraced farm products, and these advantages can be 
enhanced through cooperative efforts by major farm customers.  This research study 
involves reviewing leading examples of local farm marketing and distribution networks, 
analyzing regional spatial and statistical data, and conducting interviews with farms, 
distributors and local purchasing businesses in the Southern New England region.  Key 
findings include that direct-to-business and direct-to-institution sales can constitute the 
core of a farm’s marketing strategy, chemical-free and all or partial organic farms are the 
most likely types of farms to have this type of sales, and small-scale processors are likely 
to want to provide extra benefits to farmers. 
 Forging direct linkages with business customers and transforming supply chains 
in to integrated value chains are found to be strategies with the greatest potential to 
enhance the viability of the region’s mid-sized farms.  The research presented here also 
suggests that these strategies are most likely to be successful when applied to 
relationships between ethically-grounded, mission-driven enterprises. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview of Report 
Active farmland contributes to the attractiveness of a community, increases the 
tax base, and creates jobs for its people.  Family farms are held especially dear by local 
residents and contribute to community social capital.  For the years 1997 to 2002, the 
number of working farms in the U.S. with less than 1,000 acres decreased by about ten 
percent (Kirschenmann et al., no date).  This statistic reflects farms getting larger as well 
as farms ceasing operations.  The family, or ‘mid-level’ farms, which Kirschenmann and 
colleagues refer to have between $100,000 and $250,000 in gross annual sales.  In 1998, 
producers with sales of $800 million or more accounted for 69% of U.S. dairy sales 
(Blayney, 2000).  In other agricultural sector industries, single companies dominate entire 
markets, such as Tyson Foods in the case of the meatpacking industry for livestock and 
poultry (Moeller, 2003).  Recent consolidations in supermarkets and food marketing have 
made it so that large companies dominate markets for agricultural goods.  As a result, 
farming has become marginalized within the national food economy, with farmers only 
receiving 9 cents for every dollar Americans spend on food (Smith, 1993).   
In New England, preserving farmland is vital to retaining the character of the 
many towns with strong historical ties to agriculture.  Keeping land in active farming is 
also beneficial from a municipal finance perspective, as working farmlands generate 
more public revenues than they receive back in public services (Anderson, 2007).  But 
either better prices or public funding are needed to compensate farmers for protecting the 
environment and maintaining the cultural and aesthetic values of working farmland, 
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efforts in which small-scale and diversified farmers are already engaged.  In fact, land 
preservation practices are observed to a much greater extent by diversified as opposed to 
monocrop farms.  This study also looks at farms that are principal operators’ chief source 
of income and therefore significant to the overall economic viability of the sector. 
The purpose of this research is to assess the current state of direct marketing to 
businesses and institutions by farms in Southern New England as an alternative to sales 
channels that are dominated by large chains and do not offer competitive prices to 
farmers.  This report analyzes data on marketing that retains more control at the farm-
level and identifies barriers and opportunities for how more direct agricultural markets 
can be diversified and expanded.  By removing middlemen, direct marketing to 
businesses and institutions both facilitates better product identity preservation for 
consumers and enables farmers to obtain higher profit margins.   
The important questions are: 1) What models for and noteable examples of direct 
marketing to businesses and institutions exist? 2) What are the ethically-based agri-food 
enterprises in the region? 3) Do these enterprises interact in ways based on mutual 
reciprocity? and 4) How can the strategies presented in the model and examples be 
applied to increase and enhance relationships between ethically-based farms and other 
enterprises? 
 The goals of this project are to: identify general principles for increasing incomes 
for diversified farms; identify effective projects to follow as models; analyze and 
interpret direct marketing practices in Southern New England; and develop 
recommendations for the region.  Objectives within these goals are to: identify salient 
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literature relating to Short Food Supply Chains; map and perform statistical analysis of 
data from Farm Fresh; interview Pioneer Valley farms and business customers of farms; 
and review materials from agricultural service providers to inform recommendations and 
next steps. 
 The focus of this research is on farms which are already participating in direct 
marketing.  The definition of direct marketing is therefore expanded beyond its 
traditional definition of farms which sell direct to consumers to emphasize farms that 
market to businesses without use of a distributor.  Ethically-based businesses are 
businesses whose activities are guided not just by the bottom line but also by social, 
environmental, or other ethical values.  Mid-level markets are understood to comprise 
sales through many wholesale channels as well as sales to a variety of alternative outlets.  
A value chain is a network of relationships between buyers and suppliers that is 
characterized by mutual reciprocity and the unimpeded flow of information.  To be 
considered mid-sized a farm must supply most of the income for its owners.  These are 
also below 250 acres, which almost nearly all farms in the region are.  Large farms are 
defined by Kirschenmann and others as over 1,000 acres.  The smaller size is used given 
the relative size differences of the region’s farms from those of the Midwest to which 
Kirschenmann and others are referring.  Northeastern farms are one third of the national 
average (Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Working Group, 2008).  Because of this it 
makes sense for the purpose of this report to include farms with lower sales as long as the 
farm provides the majority of income for the owners. 
The Farm Fresh database used for this research is well-suited to the above 
definition of a mid-sized farm.  The Farm Fresh data is assumed to be accurate although 
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not necessarily complete, except where noted otherwise.  Farmers’ markets are not 
defined as “enterprises.”  It is expected that content obtained from interviews is accurate 
and that interviewees answered questions to the fullest extent possible.  It is assumed that 
there is not a self-selection bias among the farms and businesses which responded to 
requests for interviews. 
In order to focus the research, the value chains which the farms and other 
businesses interviewed are a part of involve relatively few linkages – a limit of two 
vertical linkages.  On the other hand, the author chose only farms with either linkages to 
other businesses or wholesale accounts to interview.  Because they are advantageous 
environmentally and economically self-sustaining, the primary interest of this research is 
in benefits to mid-size farms.  Processors must purchase directly from farms which are 
small-scale, diversified farms.  For the interviews, the study region was narrowed to the 
Pioneer Valley.  Therefore the farms which processors buy from must be primarily 
located within the Pioneer Valley.     
 Because of the particular focus of this research and the incompleteness of 
available data and other information, the conclusions which can be drawn from it have 
certain limitations.  The interviews pertain only to fresh produce or other field crops and 
do not include livestock or dairy, although these are described briefly.  It is therefore 
difficult to make generalizations about these other kinds of products.  It is also difficult to 
draw conclusions for other regions of the country because of the variation in farm size, 
soil fertility, cultural traditions and other factors. 
 The preceding research questions, definitions, assumptions, delimitations and 
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limitations inform the rest of this document.  The chapters follow the following outline: 
1) Introduction; 2) Literature Review; 3) Methods and Data; 4) Presentation of Findings 
(model and examples; spatial and statistical analysis; interviews); 5) Interpretation of 
Findings; and 6) Recommendations for Farms and Farm Service Providers, 
Recommendations for Planners, and Implications for Future Research. 
1.2 Growing Demand for Specialty and Organic Foods in the U.S. 
Selling specialty food items provides mid-sized farmers with access to more 
lucrative markets than are available for those products which are most commonly 
purchased at regular supermarkets.  Specialty foods can be either processed items or fresh 
produce items that are less widely consumed.  Because of low prices in the primary food 
market in part due to business consolidation, the organic market provides an opportunity 
for mid-sized farmers and small-scale processors to obtain higher profit margins and 
remain viable.  Growth in sales of organic food has been 15-21% per year over the past 
few years, compared with only 2-4% for total food sales (Anderson, 2007).  According to 
a report by the National Association for the Specialty Food Trade, sales of specialty food 
products through retail channels, excluding foodservice, reached $47.9 billion in 2007.  
According to the report, specialty foods are food products that are of the “highest grade, 
style, and/or quality in their category.”  Atypical distribution channels, unique processing 
methods, and exotic origin are all sufficient conditions for labeling foods as specialty.  
Small and medium sized enterprises account for a large portion of economic activity in 
the organic and specialty foods sector.  Mean sales among specialty foods manufacturers 
were approximately $1,700,000 in 2007.  Roughly 53 percent of these companies have 
sales of less than $1 million and 38 percent have not more than two full-time employees.  
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Furthermore, 29 percent sell ten or fewer distinct products and 54 percent sell 25 or less 
(NASFT/Mintel, 2008).   
Over eleven percent of specialty food sales occurred through foods retailers 
specializing in “natural brands.”  By definition, these brands share most of the following 
characteristics: “environmentally conscious, no animal testing, charitable, sustainable-
minded, prominence of organic ingredients, and minimal processing” (NASFT/Mintel, 
2008).  Sales through natural foods retailers account for only about 31% of the organic 
market, which reached a total of $5.2 billion in sales in 2007 (Mintel, 2008).  Another 
study of the organic industry, found that organic products were available in 73 percent of 
conventional grocery stores, as well as 20,000 natural food stores in the U.S. (Dimitri, 
2002).  Mintel (2008) reports that key determinants of who buys organic appear to be 
income and age.   
A study by Willard Bishop Consulting, Inc. showed that sales for fresh format 
stores are expected to grow faster than for any other type of food retailer in the U.S. over 
the next five years, with a projected 15 percent increase in market share (Willard Bishop 
Consulting, 2007).  This suggests that demand for local products, especially local 
produce, will also go up.  According to Guptill and Wilkins (2002), superstores such as 
Sam’s Club and Costco are also increasingly buying local produce.  This provides 
evidence that consumer demand for fresh produce is strong.  It is important to figure out 
innovative ways for farmers to earn decent incomes which significantly exceed average 
incomes for these items received from conventional wholesale channels. 
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1.3 Direct Marketing in New England 
 Direct marketing refers to the reduced number of intermediaries in the supply 
chain.  The term can apply to both specialty and mainstream products.  Direct marketing 
is a well-understood term in the agricultural community.  It is defined by the USDA and 
most people involved in agriculture as sales direct from farmers to consumers (although 
this report advocates using the term to apply to sales made directly by farmers to 
businesses as well).  Direct marketing sales in Massachusetts grew from $9.6 million in 
1978 to $20 million in 1997, leading all states with a per-farm average of $3,557.  The 
average direct-marketing sales for farms that practiced direct sales were $16,170 in 1997, 
second in the nation.  Rhode Island farms ranked first in the nation in average direct sales 
for participating farms.  Worcester County, Massachusetts ranked an impressive second 
of all the nation’s counties for total direct-sales dollars, with 21 percent of its farms using 
direct-market outlets.  
According to the USDA Agricultural Census, between 2002 and 2007, the 
number of farms in every New England state increased by more than 5%.  Data for 
Massachusetts shows the percentage of farm operators reporting a primary occupation 
other than farming increased from 46 to 52 percent.  This increase should be closely 
related to an increase in the percentage of operators reporting their primary source of 
income from a source other than the farm.  The number of mid-level farms is not keeping 
pace with the total number of farms.  In addition the definition of a farm was made more 
inclusive of farms previously considered too small to be counted in the most recent 
Census which led to huge increases in the number of farms.  Between 2002 and 2007, the 
total number of farms increased by 26.6% in Massachusetts, from 6,075 to 7,691, and by 
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42.1% in Rhode Island, from 858 to 1,219.  As more farms were included farm sales also 
increased.  Between 2002 and 2007 farm sales increased by 27 and 19 percent in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.  This means that average farm earnings remained stable 
in Massachusetts in spite of the increased numbers of smaller farms.   
According to the Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Working Group, nearly all 
agricultural products in the Northeast go through longer supply chains, typically 
conventional wholesale commodity markets.  New England does not have as large a share 
of farms producing dairy or livestock products as the Midwest and field crops are more of 
New England’s specialty.  Even so, farms producing the same product in New England 
are likely to be smaller than farms in the Midwest and because the region’s farms are 
relatively small they cannot compete effectively in highly competitive national or global 
markets.  Wholesale prices are therefore particularly unsustainable for New England 
farms, primarily because of a lack of economies of scale.  It is thus particularly unlikely 
that wholesale prices within this region would be increasing.  Positive trends in farm 
earnings such as those found in Massachusetts are likely to be the result of not 
wholesaling but of alternative, more direct forms of markets.  Although wholesaling is 
widespread among the farms, an effective marketing strategy for many of the region’s 
farms may not include wholesaling at all.   
In 2007, the Northeast led the nation in farm-direct sales to consumers, and farms 
in the Northeast were selling direct at twice the national average.  Tables 1 and 2 show  
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Table 1 – Number and Percentage of Massachusetts Farms with Direct to Consumer 
Sales By County 
MA
Barns
table
Berks
hire
Brist
ol
Duk
es
Ess
ex
Frank
lin
Hamp
den
Hamps
hire
Middle
sex
Nantuc
ket
Norf
olk
Plymo
uth
Suff
olk
Worce
ster
Number of farms 
with direct 
product sales 
(2007) 1,659 80 113 156 26 82 196 134 160 191 2 65 115 1 338
Number of farms 
with direct 
product sales 
(2002) 1,259 54 107 111 29 95 141 64 136 157 2 28 99 0 236
Number of farms 
(2007) 7,691 406 522 522 81 531 741 508 711 700 14 264 882 7 1,547
Number of farms 
(2002) 6,075 285 401 401 83 400 586 458 542 579 13 208 794 8 1,094
% of farms with 
direct sales 
(2007) 22% 20% 22% 30% 32% 15% 26% 26% 23% 27% 14% 25% 13% 14% 22%
% of farms with 
direct sales 
(2002) 21% 19% 27% 28% 35% 24% 24% 14% 25% 27% 15% 13% 12% 0% 22%
 
Table 2 – Number and Percentage of Rhode Island Farms with Direct to Consumer 
Sales By County 
RI Bristol Kent Newport Providence Washington
Number of farms 
with direct 
product sales 
(2007) 249 7 20 42 95 85
Number of farms 
with direct 
product sales 
(2002) 180 8 20 26 66 60
Number of farms 
(2007) 1,219 51 143 187 469 369
Number of farms 
(2002) 858 37 100 166 290 265
% of farms with 
direct sales 
(2007) 20% 14% 14% 22% 20% 23%
% of farms with 
direct sales 
(2002) 21% 22% 20% 16% 23% 23%
 
overall stability in the likelihood of direct sales among the region’s farms.  In 
Massachusetts, Hampden County and Norfolk County experienced the largest gains, 
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increasing from 14% to 26% and from 13% to 25% respectively.  Berkshire County and 
Essex County had the greatest losses, decreasing from 27% to 22% and from 24% to 15% 
respectively.  In Rhode Island, direct to consumer marketing in Newport County rose 
significantly from 16% to 22%.  Bristol and Kent Counties experienced declines, 
changing from 22% to 14% and 20% to 14% respectively.  Providence County also 
declined to 20% in 2007 from a 2002 level of 23%.  In spite of these substantial 
percentages, direct to consumer sales still account for only 3.4% of total farm sales in the 
Northeast (NESAWG, 2008).  The evidence suggests that for farm sales to rise in the 
future, farms will need to shift away from wholesale markets toward more direct forms of 
marketing.  As this report will explore, there are other ways to do this besides marketing 
direct to consumers at venues such as farmers’ markets.   
The region’s diverse production is a distinct strength of its agricultural sector 
(NESAWG, 2008).  In 2007 Massachusetts and Rhode Island had combined sales of: 
$105 million for fruits, tree nuts, and berries; $67 million for vegetables, melons, and 
potatoes; $55 million for milk and other dairy products from cows; and $20 million for 
aquaculture.  In addition, the combined average farm size is 66 acres (U.S. Census of 
Agriculture, 2007).  The large population of highly diversified and economically self-
sustaining farms, with fairly localized retailing activity, are uniquely poised to take 
advantage of new marketing opportunities for gourmet and ethnic foods, as well as for 
foods that are produced in-state, or within state sub-regions, and are sold directly by 
farmers.  According to the 2008 NESAWG report, a weakness of New England 
agriculture is the continued dependence on wholesale markets.  The loss of local 
processing capacity and other infrastructure is an additional weakness for agriculture in 
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the region.  An interview subject from a large local organic farm which markets produce 
for other farms cited the closure of an Oxford Pickle factory as a limiting factor for local 
growers.  Out of the erosion of former processing capacity has come the opportunity to 
build processing capacity anew.  One question which farmers in the region have been 
asking each other is whether this processing capacity should be installed directly on 
farms, instead of in independent facilities.  An on-farm processing facility allows a 
farmer to retain greater control of the processing but may result in losses in overall 
efficiency due to a less specialized division of labor (although reducing the number of 
entities in the supply chain may ease the implementation and monitoring of shared 
standards across these entities). 
The aforementioned staff person also cited a lack of storage space as an 
infrastructural need, especially for crops that are easy to keep through the winter such as 
potatoes.  This infrastructural gap forces those farms that would otherwise try to sell 
more directly to utilize wholesale markets to unload surplus crops.  But public-private 
partnerships will be necessary to address gaps in infrastructure and create new marketing 
structures. 
Looking ahead, New England agriculture faces many threats.  A greater 
proportion of farmers are facing retirement over the next several years than at any period 
during the region’s history.  Such a large exodus of farmers puts the region at risk of 
losing a significant proportion of its agricultural knowledge base over the coming years.  
To the extent that exiting farm operators are replaced by new full-time operators, the 
trend of changing ownership may present new opportunities for the sector.  The churning 
within the ranks of farm operators may serve to introduce more adaptation among area 
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farmers.  Innovation in marketing strategies will be critical to the future success of the 
mid-level farming sector in this region. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Benefits to Society of Mid-level Agri-food Markets 
Agri-food supply chains can involve relatively few actors, and “shortening” the 
chain by eliminating the use of unnecessary intermediaries is likely to provide 
significantly greater monetary benefits to farms than do conventional wholesale outlets.  
First it is important to outline the benefits to society in general of reduced supply chains 
built upon mid-size, diversified farms.  Mid-level supply chains using mid-size farms not 
only increase farm incomes but improve the environment and, by preserving product 
identity, human health as well.  The environment is benefited because mid-level farms 
are the most likely to use integrated farming systems which are the most sustainable.  It is 
clear that the way that most crops are grown and animals are raised in the U.S. today 
imposes substantial costs to the environment. Those large-scale farms that do not treat 
their animal waste have done great damage to surrounding areas.  Factory-style poultry 
farms located near the Chesapeake Bay pour in millions of tons of ammonia-soaked 
waste each year (Goodall, 2006).  Because it uses a lot of food processing, conventional 
agricultural is particularly dangerous for agricultural diversity.  Over 60% of processed 
foods contain genetically engineered (GE) ingredients, and GE crops are uncontainable 
by the nature of how crops pollinate (Arriola, 1997).  Non-GE crops are likely to become 
contaminated and no longer contribute to agricultural diversity. 
Prevalent agricultural practices also pose a danger to human health.  Milk from 
cows treated with recombinant bovine growth hormone has been linked to higher risk of 
colon, prostate, and breast cancers (Kimbrell, 2007). Unknown agents, such as GE foods, 
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account for approximately 81% of foodborne illnesses and hospitalizations” (Mead, 
1999). Furthermore, processed foods do not need to contain genetically engineered 
ingredients to pose risks to human health.  High-fructose corn syrup is an example of 
such a processed food.  High-fructose corn syrup consumption in the U.S. rose more than 
1,000% from the 1970s to 2000 (Jensen, 2005), and “There is a distinct likelihood that 
the increased consumption of [high-fructose corn syrup] in beverages may be linked to 
the increase in obesity” (Bray, 2004).  Also, conventional food processing is increasingly 
being done overseas, as in the case of seafood-processing factories in China (Young, 
2005).   
Organic farming has avoided the chemically-intensive practices, instead focusing 
on the long-term health of the soil.  However, the organic industry has also been 
criticized for negative impacts on the environment and human health.  For example, 
transportation of organic products and inputs across long distances contributes to poor air 
quality and added demand for fossil fuels.  Furthermore, when grown in monocultures 
and distributed through large, centralized networks, organic products are susceptible to 
many of the same diseases as are conventional ones, as evidenced by the E Coli outbreak 
in California spinach (Maki, 2006).  Currently even specialty and organic companies are 
failing to protect the environment.  Companies participating in specialty food processing 
supply chains, when asked if sustainability and “green” business practices were worth 
substantial investment, responded “no” at a rate of 73 percent.  Furthermore, this rate was 
consistent across levels of the chain, with a low value of 65 (importers) and a high value 
of 82 (retailers) (NASFT/Mintel, 2008).  Because of the absence of these values from the 
specialty foods sector, farmers with a commitment to sustainability should pay attention 
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to developing supply chains that operate at a more local scale and in which all companies 
share a commitment to environmental principles.   
Local supply chains or “short” supply chains – a broader concept which contains 
but is not limited to the first category and is discussed below - are more environmentally 
sustainable.  Expanding local processing and increasing consumption of food that is 
grown locally gives state and local governments the opportunity to more closely monitor 
the production of their food supply.  “Shortening” and localization improve both organic 
and non-organic supply chains by encouraging farmers to grow healthier foods and to use 
production practices less detrimental to the environment.  Handfield and Nichols YEAR, 
argue that the ability to track and monitor deliveries is highly and negatively correlated 
with distance for all types of goods.  And Schotzko (2000) states that accurate, up-to-date 
or “real time” information is particularly critical for food products where weather and 
other factors can create considerable variation and uncertainty.  Stevenson and Pirog 
argue that because of these factors regional food systems are apt to provide a superior 
finished product.   
A regional food system on the other hand would be much more energy efficient 
and have a lesser impact on the environment in other ways.  According to Pirog (2001, 
p.129), a state-based regional food system (covering the span of Iowa) used seventeen 
times less fuel than a nationally-based food distribution and transport system, and four 
times less fuel than a local system represented by farmers markets and CSA enterprises.  
It is clear that there are many benefits which spill over to society from the promotion of 
mid-level markets for agricultural products.  State and local governments should provide 
assistance to mid-size farms, especially to help these farms find direct partners for 
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shortened supply chains. 
2.2 Product ‘Embeddedness’ in Short Food Supply Chains 
To understand how Short Food Supply Chains can be used advantageously it is 
necessary to take into account both what makes farm products unique and through what 
type of mechanism these unique product identities can be preserved for end users.  The 
concept of product “embeddedness” is very useful for answering the question of what 
types of values make direct-marketed farm products unique.  Values of embeddedness 
supply some of the economic value that consumers are willing to pay for a product.  This 
concept is closely related to Short Food Supply Chains because these chains tend to 
involve relatively few actors or linkages.  The literature on Alternative Food Networks 
has dedicated considerable space to the concept of embeddedness.  In Rickets, Ilbery, and 
Kneafsey (2005) products are embedded with “information which enables the consumer 
to make connections and associations with the place of production, the values of the 
people involved and the production methods employed.” 
In “Worlds of Food,” Morgan et al. (2006) borrow from Storper’s (1997) theory 
of productive worlds.  In particular, they apply two important concepts to the literature on 
embedded food products.  First, embedded foods are produced for dedicated as opposed 
to mass markets.  Consumers for these niche goods care about more than price, or even 
quality, mainly by placing importance on how products are made.  Second, Storper’s idea 
of non-standardized production processes using tacit knowledge is one of the main 
determinants of local embeddedness for food.  Tacit knowledge is not easily verbalized 
and therefore is more difficult to communicate across space.  Because of this certain 
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processes are not easily replicable beyond a particular threshold of geographical distance. 
Stevenson and Pirog (2008) include the following as quality attributes: food and 
environmental quality, production systems, animal care, workplace conditions, and 
business ethics (based on third party certification).  Locally embedded products are not 
only preferred by some consumers but are unique from products produced in other 
regions.  This relates to the second concept from Storper.  Because of different food 
traditions and different growing conditions – related to climate, and soil type and other 
natural features – foods made in a particular region can be distinctive from foods made 
anywhere else.   
Donald’s work on buyer-driven commodity chains underscores the importance of 
consumer preferences to product development for embedded products. In their study of 
Toronto’s food sector, Blay-Palmer and Donald (2006) differentiate large food 
processors, which operate branch plants in the region, from small, independent 
processing firms.  One key difference found between the two was that the large 
processors tightly managed their production contracts as well as marketing schemes.  On 
the other hand, the small processors used alternative distribution channels, as well as 
tending to have been established much more recently than the large processing chains.  
The authors argue that new businesses have emerged in the past several years that show 
as a marked contrast to the large processors because of their regional embeddedness, or 
ties to characteristics of the local community which could pertain to the natural 
environment or be social in nature.  In this case, the authors found overwhelming 
evidence of an emerging industry of innovative niche producers, in large part adapting to 
the demands of new immigrant groups.  On the other hand, the older branch plant firms 
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were path dependent in terms of their inability to adapt to new market opportunities.  In 
the short-term, the newer, embedded firms operate at a deficit to the large chains partly 
because the chains dominate purchasing from agricultural producers and make it hard for 
the embedded companies to procure ingredients.  But in the long-run, especially with 
government support, smaller producers may be able to become suppliers to more 
established chains.  The authors conclude that forms of exclusion or co-optation by 
chains threaten embedded firms, but cite the Danish government’s successful promotion 
of small, independent organic milk producers by ensuring access to conventional 
distribution channels via proactive policy.   
Whereas Blay-Palmer and Donald highlight embeddedness with respect to local 
immigrant populations, Renting et al. (2003) focus on embeddedness in terms of links 
with the place of production or producer and bioprocesses such as organic or free range.  
The authors categorized SFSC’s according to the values represented, whether based on 
place, producer, bioprocesses, etc.  These categories were quantified in terms of their 
percentage of total farms, as well as economic value added to the market.  An additional 
twist made by Renting et al. (2003) in the definition of embedded products is that spatial 
distance doesn’t matter.  “It is not the distance over which a product is transported that is 
critical, but the fact that it is embedded with value-laden information when it reaches the 
consumer.”  A supply chain can thus be more direct, or “short,” without being local, 
although identity preservation standards exhibit qualities of tacit knowledge such that 
proximity makes implementation and monitoring of these standards easier.  The 
manufacture and distribution of embedded products does not only create advantageous 
market niches for farmers and processors.  These products also are often produced 
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according to ethical standards. 
2.3 Considerations for the Enhancement of Supply Chains for Embedded Products 
There is potential for the market for local agricultural goods from businesses to 
expand, and increased local purchasing is in the interests of the general public and of 
participating local businesses.  For these reasons, aiding in the expansion of such markets 
should be a significant public priority.  While high quality information-rich products 
often appear first in direct marketing venues and pricey restaurants, markets that serve 
thousands instead of hundreds of people – food service, public schools, supermarkets, 
restaurant chains – are opening up (Anderson, 2007).  Increased direct purchasing from 
local farms by consumers or businesses patronized by local consumers contributes to a 
process of import replacement described by Jane Jacobs.  According to Jacobs, a locality 
benefits in a diversity of ways as local consumers and businesses satisfy more of their 
demands for specific products locally.  The increase in local production results in the 
more efficient utilization of local resources and improved technological capacity.  In 
addition, the process of import replacement produces new or better products that better 
satisfy local tastes and may have enough widespread appeal to stimulate exports outside 
the region.   
Increases in local agricultural production can also have positive consequences for 
businesses which purchase local agricultural goods.  In the U.S. at least, the reverse 
multiplier effect is the mechanism to which monetary benefits to local businesses from 
local purchasing are most often attributed.  The standard multiplier effect is analyzed by 
starting with business revenue and then measuring how much of a business’ revenue 
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circulates in the local economy.  Besides other businesses which the business buys goods 
or services from, the multiplier effect increases as employees of the primary business or 
secondary businesses spend money in the local economy.  The reverse multiplier effect is 
used to measure the impact on a local business or businesses when consumers shift some 
of their purchasing to them.  A recent study in Maine showed that shifting just 1% of 
consumer expenditures to direct purchase of local foods would increase farmers’ income 
in the area by 5%.  If all Maine residents spent $10 a week on local food, $100,000,000 
would go back into farmers’ pockets and the Maine economy each growing season 
(FoodRoutes, Nd).  Most of the economic benefits caused by the change in consumer 
behavior accrue to farms.  Allowing farmers to sell direct to consumers enables them to 
receive higher prices than are offered in wholesale markets.  A shift in the behavior of 
businesses, such as grocery stores or restaurants, towards purchasing from local farms 
produces a multiplier effect as part of these businesses’ revenues are spent purchasing 
supplies from local farms.   
Supply chains for embedded products must be enhanced and likely expanded in 
order to maximize the benefits of local purchasing.  Because export markets are seen as 
desirable if and only if they offer farmers sufficient prices, this report focuses on how 
farms can shift their marketing behavior towards more lucrative kinds of markets with an 
emphasis on selling in local markets.  More lucrative markets most likely need to be 
developed at the more local level before it will be possible to scale up without 
diminishing the share of profits which go to farmers.  It is easier to develop markets with 
“shorter” supply chains and increased transparency at a local scale before trying to 
expand. 
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Efficient marketing of agricultural products requires cooperatives or brokers that 
can help to aggregate supply.  Without slaughterhouses, grain mills, other processing 
facilities and warehouses that will work with smaller-scale independent farms, there is no 
way to bypass centralized control over food processing and keep more of the wealth in 
farmers’ hands and in their communities (Anderson, 2007).  For products embedded with 
a unique identity, including products with identities based in social, environmental and 
ethical values, supply chain characteristics are particularly important.  Stevenson and 
Pirog (2008) emphasize that standards of food and environmental quality, as well as any 
other selected ethical considerations, be observed by all these businesses which 
contribute to the production or sale of a product.   
Embedded food systems are more economically sustainable for farmers.  This is 
because the preservation of products’ identity through the supply chain increases the 
amount of value which farmers can capture by facilitating marketing a product for the 
way it is grown.  The basis of some chains on products differentiated by ethically-
grounded qualities is not necessarily in conflict with enterprise size.  Some economy of 
scale in terms of the assemblage/aggregation, distribution, and marketing of products 
may be necessary in order to ensure the preservation of values to the consumer.  An 
important caveat for the long-term is to monitor closely the development of relationships 
with “super-center big box stores,” “broadliner” food distributors, or other large 
intermediaries.  Such companies can in the short-term help scale up existing supply 
chains at the local level to a regional scale, but may lessen monetary benefits to farmers 
in the long-run.  
Making products more affordable also increases total farm incomes as markets 
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expand.  There is evidence that local food is already not necessarily more expensive for 
consumers, at least with respect to fresh produce.  A study of prices at an Oklahoma 
farmers’ market found prices for over twenty items to be less or comparable to prices for 
fruits and vegetables in nearby supermarkets (Anderson, 2007).  Enterprise Farm 
compared local supermarket averages for fresh produce with prices for produce with their 
prices for produce from Western Mass. - or from small-scale, diversified farms in North 
Carolina and Florida which supply Enterprise in the winter – and found that their prices 
were cheaper than the supermarkets’ for approximately half of their products.  Given 
predictions that consumer demand for specialty and organic products will decline as 
personal income falls due to the slowing economy, achieving prices closer to parity with 
conventional products is now a priority for those identity-preserved products that are 
significantly more expensive than conventional options.  To provide the most benefit to 
local farmers, it is necessary for prices at retail outlets which are more or less direct from 
the farm to be competitive with conventional supermarkets.  There are also direct benefits 
to consumers of identity-preserved foods, which increase as these items become more 
affordable.  The important of affordability reinforces the main point that some scaling up 
of existing supply chains, along with a strategic reliance on relatively powerful 
intermediaries, in order to expand these markets is probably necessary for making them 
more beneficial to farmers. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS AND DATA 
3.1 Introduction 
Because the goal of this research was to realistically inform future directions for 
agricultural marketing in the region, a mixed method is used.  Examples from outside the 
region are used to show new types of marketing arrangements currently not in use in the 
region.  Analysis of secondary data, both spatial and statistical, is used to interpret the 
current state of agricultural marketing in the region.  Interviews within a sub-region of 
the study region are used to present a more in-depth look at both the current practices and 
capacity for further development of locally-focused agri-food enterprises in the study 
region. 
3.2 Overview of Value Chain Model and Examples 
 A model is presented for values-based agri-food value chains, as well as two 
examples of reduced food supply chains, all of which provide prices to farmers 
significantly above wholesale levels.  Stevenson and Pirog’s (2008) model is presented in 
a book chapter entitled “Values-Based Supply Chains: Strategies for Agri-food 
Enterprises of the Middle.”  The model both provides illustrations of what sorts of 
interactions based on mutual reciprocity can occur between agri-food enterprises and lays 
out the key features characterizing a “value chain.”  Model codes of conduct are also 
provided for farmers, processors, retailers, and other value chain actors to facilitate the 
identity preservation of values-based products, which are distinguished by ethical 
characteristics. 
The two examples chosen pertain only to small-scale farming and processing.  
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The examples also redistribute value to farmers through reduced supply chains.  The first 
example describes a producers’ cooperative in the Kansas City region and demonstrates a 
successful agri-food value chain.  This example was chosen because of the involvement 
of mutual reciprocity in the interactions between farmers in the cooperative and the 
complexity of logistical coordination with the retailer partner.  The second example 
presents an arrangement for assembling farm products that is New England-based and 
features farms of sizes that are representative for the region, making it more replicable.  
This example demonstrates a successful arrangement for supplying food and agricultural 
products to institutions and restaurants.  However, a weakness of this arrangement is its 
reliance on non-profit facilitation for connecting farms to institutions.  The model and 
examples profile innovative arrangements for marketing and distribution.  The examples 
provide a contrast in the level of mutual reciprocity involved in trade relationships while 
the model shows some components that could contribute to mutually reciprocal 
interaction. 
3.3 Overview of Secondary Data 
Secondary data was available for a significant portion of the study region.  It 
allows for study of the spatial distribution and statistical correlation of different types of 
farms and types of local purchasing businesses.  I obtained data on local food value 
chains from Farm Fresh, a Rhode Island based non-profit promoting local farms and food 
which has pooled data on farms from across Massachusetts and Rhode Island.  Farm data 
is largely absent for Connecticut due to a lack of involvement on the part of non-profits in 
the state.  The secondary data is interpreted to provide a picture of the nature, including 
scope and scale, of direct marketing activities in the region.  The data is used to see what 
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types of values-based agri-food enterprises are currently in the region, where these are 
located, and whether there is a correlation between particular marketing venues and 
particular types of values-based enterprises.  An example of a finding for this last 
objective is that selling to restaurants and organic certification are correlated for farms.  
The database provides only a sample of farms in the region, but the size of the sample is 
more significant for farms using direct-to-consumer marketing.  In addition, for the 
Rhode Island sub-region the total number of farms with collected data is representative of 
the marketing practices of the total farm population with the vast majority using at least 
some wholesale channels.    
The secondary data contains 1,237 of 7,691 Massachusetts farms or 16.1%, 17.1% 
of Pioneer Valley farms (335 of 1,960), and 36.8% of Rhode Island farms (448 of 1,219).  
The data includes a higher proportion of farms marketing directly to consumers, with 
32.4% of these farms for Massachusetts and 49.4% for Rhode Island.  Farms are 
classified as consumer direct if they utilize one or more of the following sales venues: 
CSAs, farmstands, Pick your own, or tourism (the above percentages are higher if 
excluding the smallest farms with sales volumes of a few thousand dollars or less).  The 
remainder of farm marketing venues is classified as direct-to-business and direct-to-
institution.  These are B2B Delivery, B2B Pick-up, Schools, and Restaurants.  The B2B 
Delivery and B2B Pick-up categories describe farms that respectively have businesses or 
institutions pick up from them and deliver to businesses or institutions.  Farms which 
deliver to organizations either charge fees or require that organizations purchase a 
minimum volume of goods.  At least for Rhode Island, the database contains records for 
most of those farms providing operators with their principal source of income which are 
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pursuing alternatives to wholesale markets.  The data also included names and addresses 
of each farm, information on marketing venues, a list of foods produced, special 
production practices if applicable (namely all certified organic, some organic, chemical 
free or integrated pest management/IPM), year of incorporation and acreage data for 
some farms, and a list of farmers’ markets served for some farms (the incorporation year 
is not the year that the farm was established but the most recent year in which the farm 
has changed ownership).  A separate table was obtained from Farm Fresh of almost 600 
businesses in (primarily) Massachusetts and Rhode Island that purchase directly from 
area farmers.   In addition to names and addresses, the table includes information on the 
type(s) of the business – i.e. (artisan) producer/processors, restaurants, retailers, 
distributors – and whether the vendor has a commitment to ethical products, specifically 
organic, fair trade, or sustainable seafood.  The large number of variables in the data set 
allows for a wide array of spatial and statistical comparisons. 
3.4 Spatial Analysis Methods 
Farms and businesses were mapped based on the address field and separate layers 
were created to show farms or businesses with a particular characteristic.  The purpose of 
the spatial analysis of the data is to investigate whether certain types of values-based 
enterprises are located in proximity to other types of enterprises.  To do so the numbers 
of enterprises in these categories are compared on a county-by-county basis, to estimate 
whether the proportion of one type of enterprise to another varies by county or is 
consistent from county to county.  For example, I mapped all of the farms by marketing 
venues and compared these maps to the maps of all farms to see in which counties certain 
venues are the most popular.  Mapping farms by marketing venue made it possible to see 
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if data on any venue is incomplete for some geographies.  It also made it possible to see if 
similar farms were clustered or dispersed, and whether clusters were in specific kinds of 
locations like near a major city.  I also mapped businesses in the three categories of local 
purchasing restaurants, retailers, and artisan producers (processors) to investigate not 
only in what counties these are most common but also whether clustering occurs among 
the same type within each county.  The maps are also analyzed for whether the presence 
of one type of values-based enterprise in a county excludes values-based enterprises of 
other types.  The mapping helped to refine the hypotheses tested subsequently by 
statistical means. 
3.5 Statistical Analysis Methods 
The large number of nominal, or yes or no, variables allows for  
many configurations for studying correlations between different farm characteristics.  
Bivariate statistical correlation analyses were performed for both farms and businesses.  
Of the two sets, the farms had the larger number of variables to test.  Farm marketing 
venues were tested against both each other and the two categories of farms selling either 
some or all organic products (combining the organic and some organic production 
categories) and farms listed as having “chemical-free” production.  Because it is known 
that the majority of farms in the region sell to some sort of wholesale venue and the 
percentage of farms selling wholesale in the sample population is only 30 percent, the 
bivariate correlations were calculated a second time for just Rhode Island farms.  Then 
age and acreage data were calculated and compared for organic and chemical-free farms, 
as well as the other two categories of farm production types.  Finally, the prevalence of 
certain types of sustainable products – organic, fair trade, sustainable seafood – was 
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calculated for each of the locally purchasing business categories (see Appendix for this 
table).  
Data for each marketing venue is listed as Yes or No for all of the 1,748 farms 
recorded in the database.  There is a large discrepancy in the number of farms using a 
wholesale venue between Massachusetts and Rhode Island.  This is because only Farm 
Fresh Rhode Island has collected this data extensively.  Marketing venue statistics for 
wholesaling were recalculated with the RI sub-population because the 80% of Rhode 
Island farms that are listed as wholesaling is a more realistic figure than the 29.5% of the 
total database population.  Data on consumer direct marketing venues is complete for 
Rhode Island and the Pioneer Valley having been collected by Farm Fresh and 
Communities Involved in Sustaining Agriculture respectively.  Business and institution 
direct data is the most complete because Farm Fresh has collected it for Bristol, 
Plymouth, and Barnstable Counties in Massachusetts.  CISA has also collected this data. 
Because data on marketing venues was stored as nominal data, a measure of 
nominal association had to be used to measure correlation between these variables.  
Nominal variables are variables with values that are non-numerical and non-sequential, 
that is one value can not be said to be greater than or less than another.  Nominal 
variables can have two or more values, in this case the variables only have two values, 
either Yes or No.  The measure selected is Cramer’s V.  Cramer’s V was chosen because 
it both measures whether a relationship exists between two nominal variables and 
measures the relative strength of the relationship.  Cramer’s V is one of several chi-
squared measures that can be used to measure the degree of correlation between nominal 
variables.  It can be easily calculated in Microsoft Excel without the use of additional 
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statistical software (Meier, p.278).   
Here is the calculation of the correlation between farms selling to restaurants and 
farms selling to schools as an example.  There are four possibilities for a particular 
record.  A farm that sells to schools can sell to restaurants or not sell to restaurants.  And 
a farm that sells to restaurants can sell to schools or not sell to schools.  These are the 
four possibilities.  Chi-square is calculated as the sum of the differences between the 
expected amounts of records in each category and the actual numbers of records, and 
Cramer’s V is calculated from chi-square.  After counting the actual records, multiply the 
number of farms selling to restaurants by the percentage of farms selling to schools and 
then multiply the number of farms selling to restaurants by the percentage of farms not 
selling to schools.  Now repeat these operations for the other two categories by switching 
the place of the two variables.  Chi-square is calculated by dividing the square of the 
difference between the expected and observed values by the expected values, and then 
summing the four results together.  Cramer’s V is calculated by dividing chi-square by 
the total number of records (1,748) and then taking the square root.  The higher the value 
the more likely that a given farm will sell to both restaurants and schools.  Cramer’s V 
values of above .1 are checked to see if these correlations are negative.  For example, the 
correlation between chemical-free farms and farms that wholesale was determined to be 
negative in the following way.  The percentage of farms which wholesale that are 
chemical-free is less than the percentage of all farms which wholesale.  In addition, the 
percentage of farms which are chemical-free that wholesale is less than the percentage of 
all farms which are chemical-free.  Therefore the correlation between these two 
categories has a negative sign. 
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Many significant correlations are observed in the statistical analysis.  Some of the 
correlations bear more of a relationship to the focus of this report on direct-to-business 
and direct-to-institution relationships than others.  All of the correlations inform possible 
research questions.  Hypotheses were drawn from the more relevant correlations for 
consideration in the interpretation of the interview results.   
3.6 Interview Selection and Design 
Interviews were used to better understand observed statistical relationships as well 
as evaluate the local relevance of the model and examples from outside the study region.  
And although the statistical analysis was conducted before the interviews, the interview 
results greatly aided in the interpretation of this analysis.  I conducted interviews with 
enterprises belonging to local supply chains within the Pioneer Valley sub-region to gain 
both a more in-depth understanding of the data for the entire study region and an 
appreciation of what conditions might be unique to the study region.  The interview 
protocol used was similar to the one used by Maye and Ilbery (2006), in their study of 
specialty foods supply chains along the rural Scottish-English border.  They studied 
chains in three product categories: livestock products, fish products, and bakery and 
confectionary products.  Based on local food guides, regional food group membership, 
and referrals from other producers, they selected producers for interviews based on: type 
of product; size of business; ownership; production methods; nature of upstream and 
downstream linkages; and the type and location of markets.  The authors conducted 
interviews with 43 producers that were small or medium-sized enterprises, the majority 
of which were family-owned businesses employing fewer than ten people.  The 
interviews with these producers served as the starting point for identifying intermediaries 
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in the supply chain, defined as non-retailer downstream linkages (i.e. processors and 
distributors).  The authors obtained the age and location for both sets of interviewees and 
analyzed their locations (finding for instance small clusters located around major cities 
outside of the study region where all the producers were located).  All interviews 
consisted of both structured and unstructured questions.  In addition, producers were 
asked to draw the complete supply chain for their products, including upstream linkages 
to suppliers and the locations of these suppliers.  
The interview participants were asked to list their entire supply chains, including 
upstream and downstream linkages (although farmers’ input suppliers were not covered 
in as much detail).  Following Maye and Ilbery (2006), I asked a select group of 
interviewees to draw their supply chain including upstream and downstream linkages.  I 
limited the interviews to a few scripted questions and an open-ended discussion to allow 
each business operator to express what was most important about their business and how 
they thought they fit into a local, or more often regional, food system.  The author 
conducted the first two interviews with two small-scale food processors known to 
produce at least some organic products and have a purchasing commitment from farms in 
the Pioneer Valley (Massachusetts’ Franklin, Hampden, and Hampshire counties).  I then 
selected two of the farms supplying these processors for interviews.  In total, three 
farmers, four processors, one distributor, and one retailer were interviewed for this 
project (although one of the processors is a bakery selling all their products through their 
own store).  The names of businesses are suppressed, as are the names of 
supplier/customer businesses identified by interviewees.  The reason for the suppression 
of information in both cases was because the author did not obtain official human 
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subjects research permission from the University.  All but one of the businesses was 
willing to make their supplier/customer linkages known. 
Farmers were asked about the amount and type of produce sold, production 
practices, and sales venues.  The questions about sales were intended to find out why 
farms have chosen to sell, or have stopped selling, through certain venues; and what sales 
venues are particularly crucial to sustaining farm operations. Processors were asked to 
provide: a description of their product; a brief history of their business; and both their 
primary customers and primary suppliers.  Processors were prompted to relate their 
responses to each question to any social or ethical values relevant to their products or 
how they deal with suppliers or customers.  They were also asked if they were responsive 
to consumer preferences.  The distributor that was interviewed – which is an 
experienced/mature wholesaler of mostly conventional (not organic) local farm products - 
was asked to identify products and some of their competitors, as well as their major 
customers and suppliers (the operator did not disclose the names of suppliers in this 
case).  The retailer – a start-up cooperative grocery store – was asked to characterize the 
items in their produce department and willingly disclosed information on their supplies 
from local farms.   
The findings from the model and examples directly informed some of the 
questions asked in the interviews.  The cohesion between the interviews was also derived 
from a process of continuous selection of interview subjects.  New interview subjects 
were selected based on the results of prior interviews to facilitate thematic consistency.  
The ability to select the interviews in this way enabled the discoveries drawn from the 
interviews to unfold organically while the secondary data analysis was restricted by the 
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need to work within the available data. 
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CHAPTER 4: PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
4.1 Value Chain Model 
The following Value Chain model describes a mechanism for efficiently 
distributing agricultural products while preserving embedded values and ensuring 
significantly higher incomes for farmers.  For their definition and discussion of value 
chains, Stevenson and Pirog use an approach which complements the literature described 
above on “renewing an agriculture of the middle,” Short Food Supply Chains, and 
Alternative Food Networks.  The authors merge the perspective which places increasing 
emphasis on both product quality and ethical values in the food and agriculture sector 
with theoretical insights from traditional economic literature on supply chains.  
According to the authors, a supply chains approach represents an opportunity to achieve 
economies of scale in agri-food businesses.  Specific economies of scale for mid-tier food 
value chains include cost-effective assembling and distribution systems for produce and 
dairy products (p135).  Stevenson and Pirog write that farmers seeking prices above 
wholesale levels but less than selling directly to consumers are most apt to find value 
chain membership attractive.  Supply chain or value chain models provide useful 
guidance for increasing coordination between producers and other vendors in the food 
and agriculture sector because of the emphasis on both cooperation and competition.  
According to Dyer (cited on p130), Japanese firms belonging to long-maintained value 
chains talk about an underlying philosophy of “co-existence and co-prosperity.”   
Value chains utilize three primary and interrelated economic functions which are 
critical to enhancing performance.  First, Handfield and Nichols (cited on p127) 
underscore the importance of information flows from one end of the supply chain to the 
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other.  According to Handfield and Nichols, effective information flows, or ‘information 
visibility,’ enables value chain partners to: “accurately share forecasts, manage 
inventories, schedule work, and optimize deliveries.”  These authors argue that in doing 
so businesses can create more value for the final consumer through a continuous 
improvement of performance.  An inadequate flow of information or flow of distorted 
information can be problematic if it: offsets production schedules, causes overstocking in 
inventory, reduces the efficiency of transportation, or lowers customer service.   
The second of three components is a set of contracts to guarantee supply or 
otherwise regulate production or trade.  Indeed the ability to guarantee supply is a 
necessary factor for enabling food and agriculture businesses to bring in several lucrative 
contracts.  Unlike conventional chains, trade relationships between partners in value 
chains tend to be arranged based on the known quality of a firm’s good or service, not 
based on competitive bidding.  In Toyota’s contracts for instance, as cited by Dyer, 
“strategic suppliers are assured of contracts for the life of a vehicle model, as long as the 
quality of their work is high and they meet agreed-on target costs.”  Formal contracts tend 
to be replaced with less formal and often trust-based agreements, which Kumar describes 
as being bound together by mutual obligations and opportunities. (p132)  Value chains 
involving close collaboration between buyers and suppliers provide economic advantages 
over less coordinated or longer chains.  More accessible, up-to-date information allows 
waste and other inefficiencies to be reduced.  Informational transparency combined with 
close and informal relationships results in lower transactions costs between businesses.  
Informal contracts mean that companies need to really less on outside lawyers to 
facilitate trade.  In addition, shortening the chain by eliminating intermediaries increases 
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the amount of value available to chain members.  With fewer components in the chain, 
the remaining enterprises stand to realize greater profits.  An example of this approach 
applied to food is that Oregon Country Natural Beef conducted $45 million in retail sales 
in 2006 without a single legal contract (p133).   
 The third component which the authors suggest agri-food businesses should adopt 
in order to create the most effective value chains is “target- or cost-based pricing” (p131).  
The two main advantages of this approach are that it builds in suppliers’ profit 
requirements up-front and reductions in costs are shared throughout the chain.  This latter 
advantage helps to incentivize the “information visibility” which makes value chains 
effective.  For instance, Yakima Chief is a vertically-integrated hops production and 
marketing company based in Washington State which is co-owned by thirteen hops-
growing families.  The price which brewers are charged for hops products is determined 
by the average cost per unit across producers in the cooperative plus a fixed profit margin 
(p133).  An individual producer will therefore earn surplus profit if their productivity is 
average or higher and their cost structure is average or below.  Ensuring quality and 
consistency at the producer end is critical where a variety of farmers aggregate product 
for common sale.  Third party certification is the preferred methods for establishing 
quality standards and testing at each organizational link in the chain. (p138)   
Another key feature of agri-food value chains is that they can be values-based.  
Organic products are one such example.  Other examples applied to food are rBGH-free 
for dairy products or sustainable seafood for seafood.  Values-based value chains require 
that each component of the chain act to preserve a common set of values.  While any type 
of products could have a values-based component, this feature is particularly common 
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among food products.  This arises from the environmental impact of food production, the 
health impact of food consumption, and the labor practices and other social values which 
some consumers consider when buying food products.  Because of the established niche 
food markets for these consumers, businesses are likely to demand some products that are 
embedded with these sorts of values in addition to being embedded with a specific 
locality. 
The authors cite Kaplinsky and Morris to show how chains rely upon internal or 
external forms of governance for effective coordination.  The three types of governance 
they define are legislative (setting standards for the supply chain), judicial (monitoring 
performance in the supply chain), and executive (coordinating procedures and flows).  
Having one or more of these governing structures helps to reign in firms which come to 
exercise dominance in the value chain, as firms inevitably will.  Firms which dominate in 
this way are frequently referred to as “channel masters” in literature which criticizes the 
contemporary food system, usually referencing global or national agri-food businesses 
which are allied with for strategic purposes.  However, as local food systems scale up to 
regional food systems, it may become necessary to rely on these types of businesses for 
distribution, marketing, or retailing.  For example, partnership with established food 
service companies may be necessary for a low volume producer network to achieve the 
assembling and distribution efficiencies necessary to grow (p135).  Given the likelihood 
of supply chain asymmetries, it is crucial that farmers and ranchers strive to retain control 
of their product as it is distributed down through the supply chain.  Farmers can do this 
through actual ownership or through the maintenance of a farmer-based brand which is 
recognizable to consumers.  Cross-ownership is a common practice which may be 
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particularly suitable to enhancing collaboration between multiple regional-scale 
businesses (p137). 
 Stevenson and Pirog describe other factors which pose challenges to establishing 
or scaling up value chains.  For one, because mid-tier VCs guarantee supply, backup 
supply will be necessary. (p136)  Securing financing is also an obstacle.  Farm Fresh 
Connection, a non-profit which distributes produce from family farms has had difficulty 
raising the capital necessary to expand and convert to for-profit status (see case study 
below).  Transitioning to VCs will necessitate technical and financial assistance for 
farmers.  One reason for this is that ‘cost-based pricing’ requires the documentation of 
costs necessary to set prices requires that farmers be proficient in using accrual 
accounting for business management (p135).  It is also currently difficult to find 
managers who understand how value chains operate. (p137) 
4.2 Example 1: Good Natured Family Farms 
 The example of Good Natured Family Farms illustrates a successful value chain.  
The case of Good Natured Family Farms is relevant because it shows the advantages of 
uniform branding, provides an example of cost-based pricing, and offers a successful 
model for structuring distribution.  Another feature of GNFF is that it illustrates cross-
ownership of the farming and processing levels of the value chains.  Good Natured 
Family Farms is an innovative collaboration between small growers and a regionally-
located supermarket chain.  The Good Natured Family Farms brand is the result of a 
partnership between Rainbow Organic Farm, other small farms, and Balls Foods, the 
largest regionally-based grocery chain in the Kansas City area.  All of the farmers in the 
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cooperative have agreed to not use pesticides or growth hormones.  The GNFF brand 
serves as an umbrella for 13 different product categories, and products are available all 
year round.  In the words of Rainbow Farm’s owner Diana Endicott, who is also GNFF’s 
founder and chief administrator, “We’ve really created a farmer’s market within the 
grocery store.” 
Traditionally, Kansas City area farmers like farmers everywhere wanted to sell 
their product to as many outlets as possible.  Initiated because of Endicott’s desire for 
selling beef directly to grocery stores and trying to create more stable pricing, the farmers 
now see the value of selling to one channel under an umbrella brand, or what they 
commonly refer to as co-branding, that enables them to get better prices.  To launch 
Good Natured Family Farms, Ms. Endicott had to convince Balls Foods that local 
suppliers could meet their demand volume.  GNFF also is assisted by a buy local group in 
the Kansas City area known as Bridging the Gap. 
 The farmers that make up the producers’ cooperative behind the Good Natured 
Family Farms brand are solely responsible for setting the prices which they receive for 
their products.  GNFF’s structure thus constitutes an innovation in pricing, in addition to 
its original marketing scheme.  The Endicott’s farm is comprised of two separate legal 
entities, one for the farm itself and the other for the processing and marketing arm under 
which GNFF efforts are managed.  Endicott adds a mark-up to the base price in exchange 
for these services – which specifically are packaging, labeling, administration and 
marketing – to generate the price which consumers pay at the supermarket.  As long as 
Balls Food managers meet margin requirements on GNFF-branded items, they’ll accept 
prices. 
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The Amish community within the farm cluster paid for the local warehouse, and it 
is where Balls Food Stores sends its truck two to three times per week to pick up product 
and take it to the supermarket chain’s central warehouse.  Balls Food Stores pays one 
person from the farm cluster and this person in turn distributes each individual farmer’s 
share of the proceeds.  GNFF delivers meat products directly from its warehouse to each 
supermarket because Balls’ central warehouse does not have adequate cooling capacity 
for housing GNFF meat products.  A Balls Food Stores representative agrees that 
integrating GNFF’s beef products into this distribution model would be more efficient but 
there’s a capacity hurdle to overcome. 
The cooperative also provides for expanding and streamlining small-scale meat 
processing.  Under Endicott’s direction, GNFF formalized member participation in order 
to protect against potential liability issues by creating the All-Natural Beef Cooperative.  
Endicott also collaborated with Kansas State University in 2000 to develop a USDA 
Quality System Certification Program (QSCP) for Small Livestock and Meat Marketing 
Operations.  Although not a formal audit, the Credibility and Integrity Assurance 
program provides a set of guidelines to help farmers meet state and federal regulations.  
In the early days of the All-Natural Beef Cooperative, farmers were individually 
responsible for producing, processing and distributing their beef.  Cattle would be hauled 
to various processing plants and from there sent to grocery stores.  Today ROF operates 
its own state-inspected plant for processing meat from the member farms, although on-
site processing is still carried out at some of the farms.  The ROF facility is one of only a 
few plants in the U.S. that are either federally inspected for multi-species processing or 
process poultry on a small scale.  The owner of a member farm maintains the cattle 
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slaughter schedule and coordinates with producers to slow down or speed up the feeding 
process as appropriate. 
The key challenge according to Diana Endicott to holding the producers’ 
cooperative and allied processor together is the need for a pipeline of producers that can 
be tapped if an existing member leaves the alliance, so that the risk of not being able to 
meet demand can be reduced.  As it grows, GNFF will also need to account for the 
educational and perhaps even financial support required for new suppliers to become a 
part of the GNFF family.  Diana Endicott says “the best we can do is to keep looking for 
local farmers who are committed to our vision and who want to be part of this program.”   
4.3 Example 2: Farm Fresh Connection 
Farm Fresh Connection illustrates an arrangement for assembling farm products 
which has not attained for-profit viability and does not exhibit reciprocity in the 
relationships between upstream and downstream components of the supply chain.  The 
case of Farm Fresh Connection provides an example close to the study region of a non-
profit which pays a distributor to deliver the products it assembles from farmers to 
organizational customers.  FFC features more farms producing a smaller supply than 
GNFF, which makes it a more replicable model within the study region.  Farm Fresh 
Connection was established after a business plan indicated that, after a start-up period, 
there was adequate food purchased by four institutions in the central Maine area of 
Lewiston and Brunswick with preference for local foods to pay for a brokering function 
with margins that would be reasonable for the institutions and for local farmers and 
producers.  Although fresh produce represented the original product focus, about half the 
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volume is now in livestock products, especially beef, while the other half is high-value 
fruits and vegetables.  Products are generally picked up by FFC personnel at the farm, 
reassembled and delivered to buyers.   
The presence of institutions with a desire to provide locally produced food and 
support local agriculture, especially private colleges, is integral to the success of the FFC 
model.  While institutional demand requires volumes of products greater than many small 
farmers can supply on a regular basis, the volumes are less than those needed by 
industrial commodity producers.  The FFC model is also generally supportive of 
sustainable agriculture in the state.  Farms that are most likely to utilize the institutional 
markets are mid-sized, integrated and relatively low cost, characteristics that fit a 
sustainable, integrated farming system.” 
FFC best fits those mid-sized farms that want to shift to or expand production of 
high value produce and livestock but need a premium over the regular wholesale market.  
Farmers receive higher prices than they could get from the regional wholesale market 
although they are lower than they get from selling directly to consumers.  Like GNFF, 
FFC depends on a core group of producers to achieve necessary supply.  FFC works with 
about 60 farmers, of which half provide most of the product.   
Primary changes are occurring in the field.  Distribution services are being 
contracted out under a memorandum of understanding with a commercial food 
distribution firm as a means of providing more time for the operations director to focus 
on the communication services.  Additionally, a number of smaller accounts, mostly 
restaurants, providing greater gross margins are being serviced.  As it expands its supplier 
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base, FFC anticipates that mid-sized farms that can capture some economies of scale will 
provide most of the supply to institutions while restaurant accounts that use smaller 
volumes will likely be the better option for smaller volume producers.  These smaller 
volume producers are often the same producers that sell direct to consumers. 
FFC benefits critically from regular strategic and business consulting services 
provided by Common Good Ventures, a local venture philanthropic organization that 
provides business coaching assistance to nonprofit entities.  Initially capitalized by CVG 
and a larger government grant, FFC is moving toward self-sufficiency from operating 
funds.  FFC’s current distribution model is most effective at distributing specialty, high-
margin products at relatively low volumes.  None of FFC’s buyers can provide 
centralized warehouse capacity, like GNFF has access to through its alliance with Balls 
Food Stores.  While the current distribution model can generate an adequate profit for a 
few specialty products, it has not been able to match the price points of institutions with 
those of local producers for other products.  Achieving distribution efficiency with 
relatively low volumes is the greatest challenge facing FFC, as is true of other similar 
local food projects in the Northeast.  FFC’s low volumes and relatively inefficient 
distribution system are preventing from transitioning to for-profit status and achieving 
self-sufficiency.  FFC has also experienced difficulty raising operating and expansion 
capital to move from start-up to the self-sufficiency stage. 
Besides, centralizing its distribution system, FFC has two main options for 
increasing margins for central and southern Maine farmers.  One is to target recruitment 
at mid-size farms in order to increase economies of scale.  The other is a general strategy 
to encourage the development of value-added products at all farms interested in 
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participating, regardless of size.  More value-added processing capacity will increase 
marketing opportunities for farmers, but it will also likely require technical and financial 
assistance. 
4.4 Spatial Analysis Findings 
For most enterprise types, the only conclusion reached in the spatial analysis is 
that a type is not incompatible with other types based upon their coexistence in 
several/some counties.  Two average nearest neighbor tests, one for farms and one for 
businesses, showed that both exhibit a clustered pattern.  This was done through an 
average nearest neighbor test using Euclidean distance done in GIS.  The Z score for 
farms was -25.08 standard deviations and the critical value was below -2.58.  The Z score 
for businesses was -20.91 standard deviations and the critical value was also below -2.58.  
Both have significance levels below .01%, such that the likelihood of the clustered 
patterns being the result of random chance is less than 1%.  The co-location of farms is 
explained by the contiguity of land with suitable soil and topography as well as the 
concentration of input suppliers for feed, fertilizer and equipment.  It is hypothesized that 
the concentration of local purchasing businesses is present because existing local 
purchasers promote local purchasing by additional enterprises both within and across 
business categories.  Neither the populations of chemical-free and organic farms nor the 
populations of particular values-based businesses are large enough to perform the average 
nearest neighbor test.   
The first two maps show general age and acreage data for the purpose of 
describing the data.  As shown in Figure 1, the average size of farms varies throughout  
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the different parts of Massachusetts and Rhode Island.  The map distorts the size of the 
farms to look larger than actual size (as well as create the illusion that farms are 
contained within other farms).  Areas such as the Pioneer Valley, and Southeastern 
Rhode Island and adjacent Bristol County Massachusetts, contain both many small- and 
large-acre farms.  In other parts, such as the westernmost county in Massachusetts, 
Berkshire County, a greater portion of the farms mapped are larger in acreage.  
Providence County, the northernmost county in Rhode Island, proportionally has the 
fewest large farms relative to total farms.  Figure 2 shows that newer Southern New 
England farms are concentrated in four of the five counties in Rhode Island (excluding 
Kent County), and in Massachusetts the Pioneer Valley, Bristol and Plymouth Counties 
in the Southeastern part of the state, and in western Worcester County.  All of these are 
areas with high concentrations of farms founded prior to 1989.   
Figure 3 shows that chemical-free farms are concentrated near one another.  A 
relatively high proportion of total farms are chemical-free in Middlesex County while this 
proportion is relatively low in Hampden County.  Both chemical-free and organic farms 
are found in each county and no counties have a relatively high number of one and a 
relatively low number of another.  In fact, chemical-free and organic farms are 
concentrated together in pockets within counties, as well as forming clusters on county 
boundaries.  Figure 4 is a display of the wholesale data that is less than half complete for 
Massachusetts but is complete for Rhode Island.  Figure 5 displays the consumer direct 
data which is complete for Rhode Island and the Pioneer Valley, although probably not 
complete for most Massachusetts counties (it shows that Middlesex County has a higher 
proportion of CSA farms to total farms than any other county).  Figure 6 shows the 
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direct-to-business and direct-to-institution data and is complete for the Pioneer Valley, 
and the Rhode Island counties and the contiguous Bristol, Plymouth, and Barnstable 
counties in Massachusetts.  There are several farms in this category for all of these 
counties except for Hampden.  There is a relatively low ratio of business and institution 
direct farms to consumer direct farms in Franklin and Hampshire Counties compared 
with the Rhode Island counties.  This is especially true with regard to Newport and 
Washington Counties, the two southernmost counties in Rhode Island.  All of the 
counties with several business and institution direct farms also contain CSA farms, 
although the proportion of CSA farms to farms in the first category is relatively low for 
Bristol, Barnstable, and Newport Counties.  Among Rhode Island farms, the ratio of 
business and organization direct farms to farms that wholesale is relatively consistent 
throughout all of the counties in the state.   
The large number of farms that sell to restaurants near Providence, Rhode Island 
can be attributed to the location of the Johnson and Wales culinary school in Providence 
as well as many gourmet restaurants.  This is evident because there are few other 
concentrations of farms in this category.  Another cluster of farms in this category exists 
near Newport in Rhode Island.  The number of farms selling to restaurants in Rhode 
Island is a testament to Farm Fresh’s work to create links between farms and businesses.  
Additional clusters of farms selling to restaurants are visible near Northampton and 
Amherst in Massachusetts which are the cultural centers of the Pioneer Valley.  Because 
CISA’s home base is in the Pioneer Valley, contacting farms in the Pioneer Valley about 
selling to Valley restaurants should be made a priority.  The number of farms selling to 
restaurants is 38 in Rhode Island (8.5%) compared to 20 in the Pioneer Valley (6%),  
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which suggests that CISA should make promoting this particular marketing channel a 
priority.  Figure 7 shows, not surprisingly, that farms which sell to restaurants tend to be 
located near local purchasing restaurants.   
Figure 8 displays the three types of local purchasing enterprises contained in the 
data – restaurants, retailers, and producers or processors (the percentages of these 
businesses confirmed as selling organic products are 21%, 30%, and 25% respectively).  
Restaurants seem to not be located far from either a producer or retailer.  A lot of 
restaurants which buy from local farms are located in Rhode Island near Providence, 
which is not surprising given the presence of Johnson and Wales’ culinary school.  
Restaurants in particular seem to be located in or very near major cities.  For example, 
nearly all of the restaurants in Providence County seem concentrated in Providence.  
Retailers appear to be a bit more spread out than either restaurants or artisan producers.  
Retailers in RI are more spread out than restaurants but still concentrated in the eastern 
half.  There are high concentrations of local purchasing restaurants and retailers in the 
Pioneer Valley.  This is a marker of Community involved in Sustaining Agriculture’s 
(CISA) success in helping Valley farmers find alternatives to wholesale markets.  Small-
scale processors are the least likely to be near major cities - many probably sell to other 
businesses and do not require proximity to a large consumer market - but do appear to 
cluster near each other.  In Berkshire County Massachusetts for example 14 artisan 
producers are all located in the southwestern quarter.  It is possible that businesses are 
buying from farms not located right in Berkshire County, but outside it though still within 
Southern New England or New York.  Berkshire County may also be one of the 
Massachusetts counties for which business and institution direct data is incomplete. 
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Despite the large number of farms and the large portion of these listed as selling some 
kind of value-added products, all three major categories of businesses – restaurants, 
retailers, and artisan producers such as bakers and cheese makers – are largely absent 
from Worcester County.  The number of farms and the number of businesses buying from 
local farms in a county are therefore not necessarily related.  The findings of the spatial 
analysis helped verify that the tests performed in the statistical analysis were worth 
performing. 
4.5 Statistical Analysis Results 
The statistical analysis of farms produced significant correlations among farm 
marketing venues as well as other farm characteristics.  It also helped make it possible to 
begin to understand which types of venues are typically employed as part of the same 
farm business strategy.  The statistical analysis of marketing venues for farms shows that 
the first four variables listed in Table 3 are distinct from the last five.  Farms with pick  
Table 3 - Cramer's V Values for Farm Marketing Venues 
PYO
Farm 
Stands CSAs Tourism
B2B 
Delivery
B2B 
Pick-up Schools Restaurants WholesaleOrganic
Chemical-
free
Number of 
observations 218 488 106 110 79 180 67 129 515 129 153
PYO X
Farmstands 0.2283 X
CSAs 0.1669 0.05 X
Tourism 0.1375 0.20 0.02 X
B2B Delivery 0.0929 0.12 0.05 0.07 X
B2B Pickup 0.0373 0.16 0.02 0.11 0.64 X
Schools 0.096 0.13 0.07 0.12 0.40 0.40 X
Restaurants 0.0259 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.43 0.48 0.47 X
Wholesale 0.0464 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.14 0.12 0.23 0.27 X
Organic 0.0403 0.06 0.25 0.01 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.19 0.09 X
Chemical-free 0.05 0.05 0.29 0.00 0.11 0.23 0.06 0.11 0.06 X X
 
your own are designated as ‘PYO.’  In the first grouping of farms, each variable seems to 
be weakly to moderately related to the others with correlations of .14 or higher.  For 
 49 
CSAs there are exceptions with regard to the relationships for farmstands and tourism.  
The last five variables are the most interrelated.  It is clear that both those farms which 
sell to restaurants and those that sell to schools are generally delivering to organizations 
or having these organizations pick up from them because all of the Cramer’s V statistics 
are .4 or higher.  Table 4 shows that these correlations are all .25 or higher for the Rhode  
Table 4 - Cramer's V Values for Farm Marketing Venues, Rhode Island Sub-population 
PYO
Farm 
Stands CSAs Tourism
B2B 
Delivery
B2B 
Pick-up Schools Restaurants Wholesale Organic
Chemical-
free
Number of 
observations 47 82 16 20 24 50 13 38 358 31 37
PYO X
Farmstands 0.25 X
CSAs 0.03 0.06 X
Tourism 0.28 0.26 0.02 X
B2B Delivery 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.04 X
B2B Pickup 0.06 0.18 0.20 0.01 0.67 X
Schools 0.24 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.25 0.36 X
Restaurants 0.05 0.08 0.20 0.01 0.46 0.50 0.42 X
Wholesale 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.13 (0.18) (0.30) 0.05 0.01 X
Organic 0.09 0.05 0.28 0.03 0.13 0.18 0.01 0.33 0.02 X
Chemical-free 0.10 0.09 0.25 0.06 0.14 0.28 0.09 0.17 (0.32) X X
 
Island sub-population.  There are more farms listed as having businesses that pick up than 
as delivering to businesses, with 180 and 79 farms in these categories respectively.  In the 
case of dairy products, it is fairly common for producers to deliver to those businesses 
they wholesale to which is evidenced by an above average prevalence of dairy products 
among farms that deliver goods to other businesses).  In addition, while the Cramer's V 
values for the total farm population suggest that both selling to schools and selling to 
restaurants are fairly common practices among farms that wholesale, the values for 
Rhode Island farms show that no correlations exist for these relationships.  For the Rhode 
Island farms, wholesaling is negatively correlated to B2B Delivery and B2B Pick-up with 
values of .18 and .3 respectively.  The cross-tabulation table for the Rhode Island 
population used to determine this is included in the Appendix (all of the correlations 
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discussed from Table 3 are positive). 
Correlations with farm retail outlets are similar for both farms with all or partial 
organic production and farms listed as chemical-free.  For farms that have businesses 
pick up from them, there is a moderate correlation for chemical-free farms (.23) and a 
very weak correlation for organic farms (.13).  These correlations are .28 and .18 for the 
Rhode Island sub-population.  For farms selling to restaurants, the opposite order holds.  
There is a weak to moderate correlation for all or partial organic (.19) and a very weak 
correlation for chemical-free (.11).  For the Rhode Island sub-population, these 
correlations are .33 and .17.  The total number of farms selling to restaurants is 129 for 
the total population.  Moderately strong correlations are found for farms that operate 
CSAs with both categories (the correlation for chemical-free is leaning towards strong at 
.29 while the correlation for all or partial organic is leaning towards moderate at .25).  
This is the only case in which the order for chemical-free and all or partial organic farms 
is reversed for the Rhode Island sub-population.  For those farms, the correlation for all 
or partial organic continues to be the stronger of the two at .28, compared with .25. 
Farms belonging in the chemical-free and organic categories, and the other two 
production categories, were compared in terms of both age and acreage.  Difference of 
means tests based on year of incorporation data show less than a 5% chance that any of 
the four samples are related, except for the some organic and IPM categories (see the 
Appendix for these results).  The data show that entirely organic farms with available age 
data had a lower age with a median value of 16 as opposed to 23 for all farms.  Integrated 
Pest Management (IPM) farms use limited spraying of synthetic chemicals along with 
environmentally sensitive approaches to pest management.  Integrated pest management 
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farms had a median age above the median for the entire sample.  Summary statistics for 
the four production practice sub-groups are presented in Table 5.  Only 554 and 506  
Table 5 - Age and Acreage for Farm Production Type Sub-groups 
Standard Standard
N Mean Median deviation N Mean Median deviation
All 554 44.0 23 60.7 506 67.0 20 144.2
Chem-free 131 24.1 9 55.2 125 34.7 8 3.5
Organic 59 28.9 16 49.4 57 47.2 12 7.4
IPM 31 75.5 54 82.9 27 61.4 35 70.2
Some organic 19 73.3 53 74.1 17 75.1 37 82.0
AGE ACREAGE
 
farms had available age and acreage data respectively.  The number of farms without any 
special production categories specified are 314 of the 554 farms with age data, and 280 of 
the 506 farms with acreage data.  The results validate Farm Fresh’s statements that most 
IPM farms are older farms that have tried to convert to more sustainable practices.  Many 
of these farms were founded before organic production came into prominence and 
establishing new farms as organic is inherently easier than converting existing ones.  The 
high median age for farms labeled as “some organic” indicates that while some farms 
have become more sustainable by adopting IPM practices, others have done so by 
producing some crops organically.  The very low age common among the significant 
“chemical-free” farms population is the most interesting of the age data.  The large 
number of new farms in this category are forgoing organic certification in favor of less 
official designations of sustainable production (72 of the farms in this category were 
incorporated within the past nine years).   
Not only are chemical-free farms the youngest (with organic farms coming in 
second), they also have the lowest acreage right below organic (see Table 5 also).  The 
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data support the conclusion that many of the most recent wave of sustainable small-scale 
farmers are bypassing organic certification.  Such a shift in production mirrors a shift in 
consumer demand for sustainable local products that are not strictly organic or at least not 
certified as such (it can not be inferred from this data how demand for conventional, as 
opposed to sustainable, local products has changed over time). 
Among businesses, the Cramer's V statistics suggest that the three business 
characteristics fair trade, sustainable seafood, and organic are all at least moderately 
interrelated.  In particular, a strong indicator for selling products labeled as either organic 
or sustainable seafood is whether a business sells fair trade products.  The type of 
business most likely to sell organic or fair trade, which are the two largest of the three 
categories, are artisan producers and restaurants.  It is less common for schools 
purchasing locally to buy organic or fair trade.  The rankings among business types are 
not consistent for sustainable seafood, with schools more likely to participate than 
producers in this category, and restaurants the most likely to carry these products.  The 
correlations calculated are more significant for the farm data set, because these relate 
farm characteristics to relationships with business customers. 
4.6 Interview Findings - Farms 
The farm interviews provided clear information on how farmers view direct 
marketing venues.  The interviews also showed how farmers combine these venues to 
create marketing strategies.  This helped to form conclusions from the correlations 
discovered in the statistical analysis.  The farm interviews show that farms in the region 
are linked through direct sales to processors and other businesses, and that many direct 
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marketing venues are being tried by farms in the region.  All three farms interviewed had 
some form of direct sales.  The largest farm both in terms of annual sales (over $1 
million) and acreage (75, all of which is organic) used a combination of three direct sales 
venues.   It identified its Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) shares as the direct 
sales outlet most vital to its operations, because of the up-front investment which it 
provides to cover capital expenses from the very beginning of each growing season.  The 
staff member interviewed said that, because of the CSA, “capital investments don’t 
require a bank trip, which increases autonomy.”  In keeping with the scale of its 
operations, the largest farm has a large membership for its CSA, which swells to over 400 
in the winter.  The winter-time member volume is far short of the demand for farm shares 
because of the relative absence of other winter CSAs both in the Pioneer Valley and 
statewide (the farm operated a winter farmer’s market before beginning the winter CSA).  
Membership is less in the summer because of the large number of farms with CSAs to 
which Pioneer Valley consumers have access.   
 Of the above farm’s sales remaining after the CSA, approximately half are direct 
to consumers at farmers’ markets.  Only a quarter of sales come from wholesale accounts.  
Farmers’ market sales come primarily from markets located in the Boston area, and are 
supplemented by local markets including one held every week at the farm during the 
growing season.  Low (and worsening) margins on wholesale produce propelled the farm 
– which used to conduct a much larger share of its sales wholesale via a Vermont-based 
growers’ cooperative – to diversify its direct sales venues.  As a result, “most local 
produce growers now want to sell direct as much of their crop as possible,” according to 
the employee interviewed.  The remaining quarter of the farm’s (non-CSA) sales come 
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from direct sales to natural foods stores and cooperative supermarkets, and grocery 
delivery services. 
The impetus to sell direct is especially strong for organic growers whom, because 
of intensifying competition from nationally-distributed vendors of organic produce, 
experience the lowest margins for crops.  The farm’s wholesale accounts now go through 
the Happy Valley - a nickname for the Pioneer Valley - Organics Cooperative, an organic 
producers’ cooperative which it helps to run (most of which according to the staff 
member end up at Stop and Shop’s or Albertson’s after going through distributors).  The 
farmers’ cooperative structure allows member farms to secure a higher price for bulk 
crops than would be possible selling separately in lesser quantities.   
 The middle farm, in terms of sales volume and acreage, did direct sales only 
through its CSA, which accounts for most of its revenues.  This farm expressed that it had 
discontinued its farmstand because the cost of staffing it did not justify the revenues.  
Instead, the farm sells some additional, value-added products for extra money on the days 
designated for pick-up for the CSA, most of which come from other producers.  This 
farm was however considering adding a second direct sale outlet by collaborating with 
other area farms to sell at one or more Boston farmers’ markets.   
The farming operation which was by far the smallest, both in terms of sales and 
land farmed - who used land owned by others – sells all their produce, and the produce of 
similar growers, at Pioneer Valley farmers’ markets, such as the markets in Springfield.  
The farms interviewed all see direct outlets as preferable to non-direct ones. 
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4.7 Interview Findings - Processors 
The processor interviews provide evidence of mutually reciprocal actions among 
processors towards farmers.  The three processor interviews show that for some small-
scale processors, buying from local farms is a top priority.  Two of the processors 
interviewed are producers of sauces or other condiments made from vegetables, all of 
which are locally grown.  Both processors are located in the Pioneer Valley and all 
vegetables are obtained from within the Valley.  The third processor is a baker also 
located in the Valley. 
 The first processor interviewed started with salad dressings and expanded to grill 
sauces, dips and salsas.  The inspiration for making salsa came when a local farm 
contacted them about selling tomatoes.  As explained by the interviewee, who is also the 
owner, the company is certified as an organic processor but chooses not to certify most of 
its products because of the difficulty of ensuring that all ingredients used are organic.   
The company began by selling direct to mom and pop grocery stores and 
cooperatives.  They later switched to selling through a distributor, who picks up their 
products and delivers to grocery stores.  The interviewee reported that they’re not able to 
identify all the stores.  Upon request, the owner will FedEx products direct to stores 
which are outside of New England and which are too far away for the distributor to 
deliver. 
 The owner exhibited responsiveness to customer demands for product changes.  
Specifically she referred to getting rid of canola oil from her products.  Customers had an 
issue with canola oil because of the high chance of cross-pollination of non-GM varieties 
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with GM ones.  She also no longer uses soybean oil in any products.  But the reason for 
this is because the kind she was buying was produced in Brazil and she was concerned 
about costs to the environment due to the number of miles involved in its transport. 
The producer cites knowing farmers on an individual basis as her primary 
motivation for buying produce locally.  It emerged from the conversation that supporting 
small-scale farming is an important corollaries to her commitment to local purchasing.  
But most important to this decision was being able to get to know each farmer personally.  
She cited “being aware of sick animals” as an example of what she gains from these 
relationships.  The importance of knowing the farmer means that it is more critical to her 
to purchase locally than to buy organic. 
 When asked about specific purchasing decisions, the owner displayed the 
importance of taste and other aesthetic values.  For example, she gained satisfaction 
through her nostalgia for a fourth or fifth-generation family-owned dairy (which still 
offers delivery service to customers’ homes).  In explaining the reasons behind specific 
purchasing decisions, the owner also further elaborated on her commitment to buying 
local ingredients.  For example, she buys honey from a Pioneer Valley apiary which is 
natural but not organic because the closest supplier of organic honey is in Canada (this is 
in large part because organic certification requires 100,000 or more contiguous acres).  
She also opts not to buy organic cranberries from an operation in Wisconsin because she 
can get them in-state and said that the smaller-scale operations in Southeastern 
Massachusetts use more sustainable production methods.  Her purchase of RBGH-free 
buttermilk from the aforementioned dairy similarly indicates a preference for small-scale 
as well as local production.  Producers usually deliver to her - except for the dairy which 
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charges for delivery – although she likes to pick-up from the farm sometimes too as it 
allows her to see what’s going on there and talk to the farmer. 
 The second processor of vegetable-based-sauces and condiments focuses on 
pickles as well as various ethnic products (although it is not clear whether the 
manufacture of these products is consumer-initiated).  It uses a traditional fermentation 
process instead of adding vinegar and pasteurizing (this is a cold process and products 
have to be sold refrigerated).  The company uses only organic ingredients and is certified 
as an organic processor.   
Most sales are done wholesale with two-thirds of it going through a distributor.  
The company uses the same distributor as the first processor.  However, the second 
company obtains a list from the distributor of all the stores delivered to.  This is true also 
for the other two distributors which the company uses, which collectively distribute 
throughout the state of New York. 
Like the first company, this company buys all of its vegetables from local farms 
and in fact sources all of its ingredients from within New England and the state of New 
York.  The exception is spices which are sourced internationally and purchased from 
Frontier Natural Brands (which labels all products with the country of origin).  Aside 
from the cucumber products which he said require refined salt, he uses unrefined salt 
because of its high mineral content (this is hand harvested in Portugal and purchased 
from the Eden brand).  The same distributor that delivers most of the company’s products 
for them is also their delivery person for this. 
The owner clearly has a business commitment to the Northeast.  If a crop failure 
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occurs he will look for alternative sources but will not go outside of the region.  Instead 
he has tried to diversify his products to be resilient to changes in local availability.  
Although it was at first difficult to find farmers to grow pickling grade cucumbers, which 
have a smaller seed mass and thinner skin, he now has farms which he can depend on to 
adequately supply these.  Cabbage is always abundant in Western Massachusetts, or can 
always be obtained from New York.  Unlike the first processor, all farm suppliers deliver.     
 The company has gradually added farms as it has added products.  Farmers have 
approached him about buying their crops and CISA has directed farmers looking for 
customers to him.  The owner actually worked for a couple of seasons on a farm before 
starting the business, including in Gill.     
 For the third processor, commitment to the region means trying to grow the 
supply of foods produced here.  The producer interviewed co-owns a bakery with his 
wife and began strictly as a wholesaler and now sells only through a retail store.  The 
company used to sell to Valley cafes and cooperatives, as well as Whole Foods.  The 
owner believes that wheat and other grains can be grown in the local climate and is trying 
to get Pioneer Valley farmers committed to growing it.   
 According to the interviewee, the problems with wholesaling were that it “forced 
them toward mechanization and industrial inputs” and their customers expected them to 
want to expand given the option.  Keeping their business a manageable size on the other 
hand allows them to devote time and energy to work with local farmers to expand the 
local availability of grains.  The interviewee also voiced that he enjoys trying to get 
consumers to accept foods that are “not super cheap or super glossy.” 
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The owner hopes that the current high wheat prices will entice local growers to 
consider the crops viability in the area’s climate.  Grown through the use of a 
regenerative fertility system, the bakery’s currently purchases organic wheat from 
Canada.  This would suggest he says that wheat could be grown here, at least if produced 
organically.  However, there is no interest locally for growing grains in monocultures.  
Producing grains on the region’s small-scale, diversified farms will require close 
management of crop rotation and other techniques.  Aside from the wheat, all other 
ingredients are already purchased exclusively in the Pioneer Valley. 
This fall the producer plans to begin purchase of wheat from Hadley, as well as 
dry beans, corn, and mixed grains grown at the New England Small Farm Institute in 
Belchertown.  Production at the Small Farm Institute is financed in part through a state 
Department of Agriculture grant, and the bakery is listed as a partner.  The interviewee 
said that grants are somewhat necessary for growing grains locally because of the high 
risk of the endeavor.  The couple took out a pre-development loan from the Western 
Massachusetts Enterprise Fund and is therefore now in the market to acquire farmland for 
growing wheat and rice.  They envision managing ten acres, with about half devoted to 
mixed grains, and are considering horsepower as an efficient labor-saving method 
suitable to this operational scale.  All of the processors interviewed are deliberately 
providing extra benefits to farmers, and some are intentionally benefiting whole 
communities as well. 
4.8 Interview Findings – Other Businesses 
The interviews of the distributor and retailer did not uncover views favoring 
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intentionally providing benefits to local farms.  The distributor interviewed is a Pioneer 
Valley based company which has been in business for over 30 years.  The company’s 
primary activity is delivering fresh produce, and poultry and dairy products, purchased 
from Valley farms to business customers both in Western Massachusetts and in Boston.   
 The company has always tried to source products locally and is rarely not able to 
do so.  According to the owner, he purchases from about twelve local farms, about six of 
which he depends upon to guarantee the supply volumes that customers expect.  The 
distributor almost always picks farm items up from the farms.  Non-farm suppliers are 
more likely to deliver items to the distributor’s Pioneer Valley warehouse, such as Cabot 
does for cheese.  Farms are charged a fee for delivery to Boston, which is based on the 
number of cases that farm sells. 
 The company identifies food distributors located in Springfield, Massachusetts 
and Hartford, Connecticut as competitors, as well as one in Central Vermont which 
shares the companies focus on locally produced items.  In addition, a Boston-based 
distributor of Asian food items does some deliveries to the Pioneer Valley.  The 
interviewee said that the company also must compete with “broadliners” focused on 
meeting all of a company or institution’s supply needs such as Sysco.  There is also a 
farm in Hadley that does direct deliveries to some institutions located in the Valley. 
The distributor is the single supplier of fruits and vegetables to Amherst College, 
and this is their largest customer.  It also sells to restaurants in Northampton, Amherst, 
and Greenfield.  The interviewee said that most restaurants do not want organic produce 
because it is twice as expensive.  Because of low demand, the distributor only carries 
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organic items if pre-ordered.  An exception is organic lettuce at the beginning of the 
season, when one of the farms sells it at the conventional price because the quality is not 
as good as at the end of the season. 
Boston deliveries go to the Boston Terminal Market, the largest food market in 
the city.  The interviewee said that companies have to be a certain size to go there and 
that nearly all of the buyers are other wholesalers.  He said that he has noticed that 
distributors are bringing a greater variety of items to the market in recent years.  The 
company said that it ships about 100-120 truckloads to this market per year during the 
growing season, which amounts to three or four times per week. 
 The retailer is a food cooperative in the Pioneer Valley and the author interviewed 
the head of the produce department.  About two-thirds of the produce items are organic.  
The remaining third are either conventional or from farms with Integrated Pest 
Management.  Cucumbers, berries, and corn are among the vegetables and fruits 
available in the largest quantities.  The interviewee said that the store carries a lot of 
varieties of lettuce and root vegetables too. 
 The interviewee listed all or nearly all of the farms which comprise the suppliers 
of the produce section, identifying 29 farms.  Eleven farms sell the store organic 
products.  Seven farms sell the store fruits, two of which also sell vegetables, and the 
remainder sells only vegetables.  The farm identified in the first interview sells organic 
vegetable it buys from other farms as well as its own.  A farm located one town over 
from this one does this too.  Another farm sells apple cider for an additional farm.  Aside 
from cider, which is brought from a total of two farms, no other value-added products 
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were identified as being available in the produce section except for cut flowers.  The store 
buys cut flowers from local florists, and uses the Central Vermont distributor mentioned 
earlier for flowers which are international fair trade.   
 Neither the distributor nor retailer explicitly expressed a concern for the well-
being of farms.  Even so, it seems that the retailer may have the intention to benefit farms 
in the area.  It displays the farm of origin next to each item in the produce section.  This 
advertises the farm and gives farms that use natural growing methods without organic 
certification a chance to explain their techniques.  This opportunity may contribute to the 
health of the farming sector in the region. 
 The distributor interviewed sources all of its products locally but does this on the 
basis of cost.  The products purchased are available more cheaply locally because these 
are fresh and unprocessed products.  The distributor does not see itself as a promoter of 
organic products and makes no efforts to do so, even though a significantly higher price 
is offered in wholesale markets for these products.  The distributor is more committed to 
providing the products its customers demand than to serving farmer’s needs.   
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CHAPTER 5: INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
5.1 Interpretation of Value Chain Model and Examples 
The model and examples show that innovative marketing and distribution 
arrangements are possible for farms and their supply chains.  The markets provided in the 
model and examples serve as exclusive or primary markets for many member farms.  
Stevenson and Pirog’s (2008) value chain model shows that it is important to set 
standards for handling agricultural products so as to not diminish their value, and to have 
firms at multiple levels of supply chain adhere to them.  Standards should also be used to 
establish how prices are determined and protect other farm interests.  The examples show 
that diversified farms can produce a complete variety of food items at quantities 
sufficient to supply large organizations.  The two examples underscore the importance of 
cooperation among farmers to successful direct farm-to-business marketing.  Marketing 
to larger organizations in particular requires horizontal linkages among farmers in order 
to produce the quality and amount of products needed.  At a minimum, a shared 
distribution system is needed to viably deliver products from farmers to customers.  This 
is important even to the FFC example that relies on a smaller number of diversified farms 
that are bigger than diversified farms found in New England.  A uniform brand further 
assists farmers by increasing the array of products which a farmers’ cooperative can sell 
direct to supermarkets or other retail outlets.  The arrangements described in the 
examples each confront different weaknesses.  GNFF needs more farmers interested in 
diversified farming and the very uniform standards which are part of GNFF’s particular 
version of a farmers’ cooperative.  What FFC really needs is a greater number, and 
perhaps greater diversity, of organizations to which to sell direct.  In addition, FFC faces 
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the threat of being pressured to compromise its benefits to farmers due to its reliance on 
an outside distributor.  FFC must be able to work closely with its distributor to assure that 
this does not happen.  The model and examples suggest that a variety of direct-to-
business or direct-to-businesses marketing schemes are available to farms in the study 
region. 
5.2 Interpretation of Statistical Analysis 
The statistical analysis shows that there are significant correlations for farm 
marketing venues and for other farm characteristics.  The analysis of the secondary data 
demonstrates that selling direct to businesses and institutions can serve as farms’ primary 
marketing strategy.  In the maps of farms that wholesale, sell direct to consumers, and 
sell direct to businesses and institutions, these farms all exist within the same counties.  
However, the statistical analysis shows that direct marketing to business or institutional 
venues is related to selling direct to other types of organizations, but not to wholesaling 
or direct marketing to consumers (consumer direct marketing venues are correlated to 
each other).  This means that the fact that a farm sells direct to businesses and institutions 
does not increase the probability that this farm sells wholesale or consumer direct.  In 
fact, participating in B2B Delivery or B2B Pick-up is negatively related to wholesaling, 
or reduces the likelihood that a farm sells wholesale (for both the Rhode Island and total 
farm populations, B2B Delivery and B2B Pick-up account for a majority of those farms 
selling to businesses or institutions).  Farms selling to businesses or institutions therefore 
do not require wholesale markets to dispose of surplus products.  And it appears that 
these farms do not need to participate in consumer direct markets, which offer the highest 
margins per product, in order to obtain decent profits.  Direct-to-business and direct-to-
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institution sales is shown to be possible as a core marketing approach. 
5.3 The Significance of Chemical-free Farms 
 The data also shows that farms in some of the direct-to-business and direct-to-
institution categories are likely to be values-based enterprises, namely either all or partial 
organic or chemical-free.  Both types of enterprises are at least moderately correlated 
with categories which account for a large share of business and institution direct farms.  
Chemical-free farms are probable sellers to restaurants and other businesses in spite of 
not having any official certification.  Whereas official certification may well be a 
requirement for selling ethically-based products in wholesale markets, direct to 
organization markets allow farmers greater flexibility in establishing ethical distinctions 
with customers.   
The growth of chemical-free farms creates more economic opportunities for mid-
sized farms.  It is possible that for many of these farms products fall under the same 
umbrella of pesticide free and growth hormone free for those raising animals that the 
farms in the GNFF example’s products fall under.  Like other values-based businesses, 
these farms are clustered near each other.  Organic farms are already much younger than 
the average farm and the median age for chemical-free farms is much less than the 
median age for organic.  The younger chemical-free farms are commonly located near the 
older organic ones.  In theory clustering should occur between the two groups because 
products for both will appeal to the same enterprises and consumers.  These farms may 
also share common inputs, including labor pools, in addition to marketing opportunities.  
The same persons would likely be drawn to work on these two types of diversified farms, 
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both of which consist of fewer acres while requiring similar numbers of workers to other 
types of farms.   
For the Rhode Island sub-population of farms, which has complete data, 
wholesale markets are disadvantageous to chemical-free farms.  Wholesale markets also 
appear to not suit all or partial organic farms either, as there is no correlation between 
these two categories.  Gaining other ethically-based enterprises as customers is very 
important for those chemical-free farmers whom do not wish to limit themselves to 
consumer direct markets, which appears to be true in many of these cases.  The statistical 
analysis found a moderate correlation for CSAs and chemical-free farms, and for CSAs 
and all or partial organic farms too (CSAs are correlated neither to the business and 
institution direct nor wholesale marketing venues, but to only the other consumer direct 
venues).  This suggests that CSAs may represent an essential business strategy for a 
significant portion of farms in the two categories.  The farm interviews suggest that CSAs 
may be an important component of marketing strategies for ethically-based farms.  Both 
organic farms interviewed have CSAs.  Even for the smaller of the two farms, which only 
does half of its sales through its CSA, the CSA was cited as the core component of the 
farm’s marketing strategy because it provides upfront access to capital before each 
growing season starts (this farm is interested in expanding its marketing to non-CSA 
venues).  Educating farms about how to run successful CSAs should help farms diversify 
into other marketing venues as well. 
5.4 Ethical Commitment and Reciprocity for Farms and Businesses 
The interviews show that ethical commitment and mutually reciprocal interactions 
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with trading partners are found among both farms and other businesses in the region.  In 
addition, “information visibility” and other aspects of value chains should be suitable for 
incorporation into existing direct-to-business and direct-to-institution farm marketing 
arrangements.  The ages of the ethically-based agri-food enterprises interviewed are 
diverse.  The largest scale farm, which serves as an intermediary for other farms has been 
in business over thirty years, while the processors interviewed are between five and eight 
years old.  Processors’ products are distinguished by their non-standardized and spatially 
determined production, which embed products with ‘local’ status that certain consumers 
are willing to pay for, even outside of the region.  Processors’ products are also 
embedded with other values.  Because of careful sourcing, the first processor’s products 
are embedded with low environmental impact.  The second processor utilizes unique 
production methods that increase the nutritional content of their products. 
Many of the innovations identified in the interviews were more in processes, such 
as distribution or agricultural production, than in products.  The products supplied – 
although produced for dedicated markets using specialized technology – are often not 
really different than products available from many other sources.  The first farm 
interviewed is innovative for its distributional model that relies on horizontal linkages 
between farms not only within but also beyond the region’s boundaries.  This farm is 
innovating in terms of the products available in the region during the growing off-season.  
Where fresh produce was unavailable, now it can be obtained at a reasonable price.  Part 
of the appeal of these items is their inter-changeability with those available locally.  As 
evidenced by the farm’s winter sourcing from North Carolina and Florida, in order to be 
up to the task of guaranteeing year-round supply it is necessary to make connections to 
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nearby regions.   
 Mutual reciprocity is clearly important to the linkages between farms and 
processors for the enterprises which were interviewed in these categories.  The 
commitment among the processors to the needs of farmers does not require any type of 
formal contract.  The pickled products manufacturer strives to benefit local farms by 
trying to take on new farms as suppliers if at all possible.  If farms have a difficult time 
providing what they are supposed to, the first processor described is likely to adapt its 
products accordingly rather than look for a different farm to supply the desired items.  
The fact that all three of the processors interviewed try to source all of their products 
locally is a display of mutual reciprocity with area farms in and of itself.  The baker is 
innovative for its commitment to growing grains locally, a crop that is not currently 
grown in the region.  Locally available grains may encourage area processors to 
experiment with using different kinds of grains and lead to the development of new 
products.  New products can then be exported outside the region, stimulating food 
imports and increasing the number of food products available in the region.  Ethically-
based processors provide benefits to whole communities, not just to farmers. 
Farms will likely experience greater vulnerability when dealing with upstream 
businesses that are not ethically-based.  It makes sense for individual farms to be 
selective when dealing with enterprises that are not ethically-based.  Farms should be 
cautious when selling to businesses which do not have helping farms as part of their 
mission.  Large businesses or organizations may use their buying power to squeeze farms 
on prices.  Farmers need to be careful in their dealings with even ethically-based 
enterprises in this category.   
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 The interviews show how agri-food value chains can contribute to the nutritional 
and environmental health of surrounding communities.  The first farm is having a 
positive impact on public health by making many fresh produce items available year-
round for the first time in both Eastern and Western Massachusetts.  The small-scale 
processors are not only helping to keep farms profitable but are also providing benefits to 
the region as a whole.  This arises from the environmental impact of food production, the 
health impact of food consumption, and the labor practices and other social values which 
some consumers consider when buying food products. 
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CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FARMS AND FARM SERVICE 
PROVIDERS, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PLANNERS, AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
6.1 Recommendations for Farms and Farm Service Providers 
 The many farms in the region producing organic and chemical-free products 
should be trying to sell products directly to local businesses, especially those that already 
sell ethically-based products.  These relationships should include standards and 
coordination to define and monitor product identity.  Other components of Information 
visibility should be incorporated as well to mimic successful value chains, such as 
sharing inventories and other real-time information.  If farmers do not have cross-
ownership of upstream enterprises, like GNFF’s ownership of the processing facility, 
then farmers should consider implementing contracts which protect their interests.  
Adding this component helps enterprises preserve their autonomy while dealing with 
other organizations which might be significantly larger.   
 Programs should be made more available for all farm operators with only a few 
years of experience, not just for chemical-free and organic farmers.  According to 
Gillespie and Johnson (2005), making beginning farms successful requires a proper mix 
of personal characteristics, business characteristics, and farm strategy.  The farmers 
themselves should have appropriate technical knowledge and skills for producing, 
harvesting, storing, delivering, and marketing farm produce of acceptable quality in a 
timely manner.  A farm’s business characteristics need to be internally consistent, and 
there should be a good match among production scale, production technologies, and 
available labor for each sub-enterprise. 
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Like this report, Gillespie and Johnson (2005) also identify ideals of reciprocity 
and community as critical to success in farming in New England.  These authors 
determine that a conducive social context, including appropriate mentoring, is of great 
importance to New England beginning farmers.  Furthermore, farmers must possess 
communication and negotiation skills and cultural knowledge for the purpose of 
initiating, being open to, and maintaining effective, working relationships with important 
others who provide needed and timely labor, services, information, equipment, materials, 
and markets.  It is important for farmers pursuing additional direct marketing 
opportunities to consider the time and effort required to maintain these relationships. 
 Membership in a cooperative with other farmers is a useful farm strategy for both 
obtaining better wholesale prices and developing direct relationships to businesses and 
institutions.  Forming horizontal linkages with other farms can help farmers with the 
supply guarantees that processors and institutional clients need.  Existing cooperatives, 
such as the cooperative to which the first farm interviewed belongs, can consider 
implementing cost-based pricing or diversifying product offerings to include more value-
added products (both these strategies are applied by GNFF).  Agricultural service 
providers and planners working on agricultural preservation can assist farms with the 
educational hurdles encountered in forming and sustaining cooperatives or bring in 
experts in this area.   
 In general, land use and environmental planners promoting agriculture or working 
on agriculture-related issues need to think about processors and other business customers 
of farms.  Planners and economic development coordinators at the municipal level can 
help to locate space for assembling agricultural products for more efficient distribution 
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(the correlations between chemical-free and all or partial organic farms and business 
venues suggest that this would be useful for these farms).  Such a space could be utilized 
to facilitate pick-ups either by a food distributor, as in the FFC example, or by many 
independent businesses and organizations which purchase from local farms.  It could 
even be used some of the time to host a farmer’s market accessible to individual 
consumers, whom can provide both markets and useful feedback to farmers.  For 
permanent facilities, the addition of enclosed and perhaps even refrigerated space for 
storage would also be beneficial. 
The recommendations cited above can be summarized as follows: 
• Ethically-based farms should try to sell more products direct to local businesses, 
especially ones that are also ethically-based. 
• Farms should consider implementing formal contracts with business customers 
which protect their interests. 
• Agricultural service providers should expand support programs for all farmers in 
their first few years of farming. 
• Farms and agricultural service providers should encourage the formation of 
farmers’ cooperatives and consider pricing mechanisms that assure farmers of 
profits. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for Planners  
Because of the benefits of active farms, municipal and regional planners should 
take steps to protect existing farmland.  In Massachusetts, Agricultural Preservation 
Restrictions and Chapter 61A designation are two of the best measures available for 
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preserving active farmland.  Chapter 61A land is taxed based on the productive 
agricultural value of the land, not its fair market or development value.  Agricultural 
Preservation Restrictions are the stronger of the two measures because owners of 
properties with APRs are bound not to make any uses of the property that damage the 
quality of the agricultural land.  In exchange for this restriction APRs compensate 
property owners for keeping land actively farmed.  When the restriction is put in place, 
the State of Massachusetts pays farms with APRs the difference between the fair market 
value and the agricultural value of the land. 
Municipal zoning may have to be amended to accommodate more types of 
agricultural uses, either by-right or by special permit, in zones which allow agriculture.  
In doing so, consideration should also be given to farmers which want to build processing 
or storage and distribution facilities on their farms.  Prohibited and allowed uses will also 
need to be reviewed for permissiveness of roadside stands, loading docks for trucks, and 
customer parking.  A right-to-farm bylaw can help to promote citizens’ acceptance of 
public nuisances stemming from activities conducted on farms.  It is possible that this 
bylaw could be invoked by a Planning or Zoning Board as a justification in discretionary 
decisions.  Planners might advocate zoning changes to better accommodate independent 
food processing or distribution facilities as well.  There may be zoning strategies 
available to planners for allowing these uses but not other types of industrial uses in some 
areas.  And planners could consider restricting the size of these facilities through 
dimensional regulations in order to better serve area farmers as well as limit impacts on 
area residents.  A large-scale animal processing facility is not likely to be as accessible as 
a smaller one to diversified farmers. 
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Municipal and regional planners should consider the establishment of setback 
requirements and other land use regulations which mandate the protection of existing 
farmland in all land use decisions.  To promote the viability of farming in the long-term, 
planners should consider protection of land which is suitable for agriculture but not 
currently farmed in these and other conservation strategies, especially if it is contiguous 
to actively farmed land (land suitability is determined primarily by soil characteristics, in 
addition to topography and other factors).  Property owners with prime agricultural land 
on their properties should be encouraged to seek willing farmers to which to grant 
easements.  Planners may also want to seek ways to discourage some types of agricultural 
uses.  For example, use of genetically-modified seeds can cross-pollinate with seeds in 
organic or chemical-free farms and contaminate crops. 
 The preceding recommendations are summarized by the following: 
• Planners should encourage the development of assembly and distribution facilities 
near large concentrations of farms. 
• Planners should take actions to protect existing farmland, such as: tax farmland at 
its current use; compensate property owners for the development value of their 
land; or encourage property owners to grant easements to interested farmers. 
• Planners should revise zoning regulations, and site plan regulations if necessary, 
to increase the scope of economic activities permitted on land zoned for 
agriculture. 
• Planners should consider measures that encourage the development of small-scale 
processing facilities with commitments to local farmers and minimal negative 
impacts to the community. 
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• Planners should consider implementing regulations, such as setback requirements 
or mandatory buffers, which protect the integrity of agricultural land against other 
uses. 
• Planners should also consider measures outlawing the use of genetically modified 
seed near non-GMO farmland. 
 
6.3 Implications for Future Research 
 
This research suggests that it will be productive to conduct other research on 
farms’ relationships to business or institutional customers.  This research finds that 
techniques are available to farmers for making these relationships direct and closely 
managing and monitoring them.  Future research could examine in which situations it 
makes sense to add downstream functions, such as processing, to farms and in which it is 
better to establish these under independent ownership.  Research on business and 
institution direct marketing might also determine what types of consumer direct or 
wholesale arrangements are complementary to farms focusing in this category.  Data 
collection of barriers and opportunities perceived by farmers for particular marketing 
venues would aid in this research and be useful in answering other sorts of research 
questions.  
 The array of values observed in ethically-based agri-food enterprises are still 
poorly understood, particularly in terms of the markets existing for each value.  Research 
on values-based markets should include a spatial component, to address for example in 
what locations organic and chemical-free farms can be most successful (as well as what 
other conditions are favorable or unfavorable to these).  This information could be used 
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for the recruitment of ethically-based farmers to specific locale in order to decrease the 
amount or variety of agricultural goods imported to local consumers, or to food 
processors and other businesses.  It may be necessary that arrangements for values-based 
products start out at a small-scale, or at a fairly local level, before expansion is possible 
without compromising the core ethical ideals. 
Further research should also be conducted on what types of strategies drawn from 
the value chain model are the most appropriate in certain situations.  An in-depth case 
study approach could serve this purpose.  In order to draw conclusions about individual 
regions it would be advantageous to compare two regions, with two case studies for each 
region (the two regions could be New England and the lower Midwest).  The subjects of 
the case studies for each region could be chosen to present contrasts in the scale of 
operations.  Direct marketing arrangements selected as case study subjects could also be 
analyzed for how the age of arrangements affects the suitability of different marketing 
strategies.  One objective for research that would help answer this last question is to 
determine in what ways establishing CSAs facilitates future farm expansion.   
 The above implications are summarized below: 
• It would be productive to further research farms’ direct relationships to businesses 
or institutions, including what other marketing strategies might be compatible 
with this approach. 
• It could be useful to examine in which cases adding processing capacity to farms 
is beneficial and in which independent ownership is more desirable. 
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• It could be useful to identify place characteristics and other factors which are 
favorable to ethically-based farmers in order to promote the growth of this sector 
in specific locales. 
• Conducting in-depth case studies may be the most suitable method for 
determining how value chain aspects can be incorporated to best enhance direct-
to-business or direct-to-institution arrangements. 
• Comparing geographic regions within the case study method might enable 
conclusions to be drawn regarding specific regions. 
• It could be useful to include a longitudinal approach as part of the case study 
method to determine which factors are associated with success at different stages 
in the development of direct-to-business or direct-to-institution arrangements. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Table 1: Percentage of Businesses Carrying Ethically-based Products By Business Type 
N Organic Fair Trade
Sustainable 
Seafood Organic Fair Trade
Sustainable 
Seafood
Artisan Producers 109 27 23 4 24.8% 21.1% 3.7%
School Cafeterias 44 5 4 2 11.4% 9.1% 4.5%
Distributors 21 4 3 1 19.0% 14.3% 4.8%
Inns 18 1 1 1 5.6% 5.6% 5.6%
Restaurants 215 44 35 22 20.5% 16.3% 10.2%
Retailers 160 48 40 10 30.0% 25.0% 6.3%
Number Percentage
 
 
Table 2: Cross-tabulation for Marketing Venues, Rhode Island Sub-population 
All PYO
Farm 
Stands CSAs Tourism
B2B 
Delivery
B2B 
Pick-up Schools RestaurantsWholesaleOrganic
Chemical-
free
Number of 
observations 10% 47 82 16 20 24 50 13 38 358 31 37
Percentage 
PYO 18% X 27% 6% 50% 29% 16% 54% 16% 10% 0% 0%
Percentage 
Farmstands 4% 47% X 31% 65% 42% 38% 38% 29% 16% 26% 30%
Percentage 
CSAs 4% 2% 6% X 5% 17% 14% 8% 16% 3% 23% 19%
Percentage 
Tourism 5% 21% 16% 6% X 8% 4% 15% 5% 3% 6% 0%
Percentage 
B2B Delivery 11% 15% 12% 25% 10% X 48% 38% 39% 3% 16% 16%
Percentage 
B2B Pickup 3% 17% 23% 44% 10% 100% X 77% 63% 6% 32% 41%
Percentage 
Schools 8% 15% 6% 6% 10% 21% 20% X 26% 3% 3% 8%
Percentage 
Restaurants 80% 13% 13% 38% 10% 63% 48% 77% X 8% 42% 24%
Percentage 
Wholesale 7% 74% 71% 63% 55% 50% 46% 92% 79% X 77% 38%
Percentage 
Organic 8% 0% 10% 44% 10% 21% 20% 8% 34% 7% X X
Percentage 
Chemical-free 448 0% 13% 44% 0% 25% 30% 23% 24% 4% X X
 
 
Description of Method Used for T Test Calculations: 
 
For those records among the 1,748 total records with complete year of 
incorporation data, the year of incorporation was subtracted from 2009 to determine the 
number of years since the last incorporation.  Means were calculated from these latter 
values for each ethically-based production category and for all of the farms with available 
year of incorporation data.  Standard deviations were also calculated for each ethically-
based production category and for all of the farms with available year of incorporation 
data.  The standard error for each group was calculated by dividing the standard deviation 
by the square root of the number of observations identified in the group.  To determine 
the T score for two groups, first the square of the standard error of one group was added 
to the square of the standard error for the other group.  The square root was then taken of 
these sums and the T score was calculated by dividing the difference between the groups’ 
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means by this number.  A T score reference table was used to determine percent 
likelihood. 
 
Table 3: Results of Difference of Means Tests for Ethically-based Farm Categories and 
All Farms Based on Year of Incorporation Data 
N All
Chemical-
free Organic IPM
Some 
organic All
Chemical-
free Organic IPM
Some 
organic
All 554 X X X X X X X X X X
Chem-free 131 3.64 X X X X <.05% X X X X
Organic 59 2.18 -0.60 X X X 1-2.5%  - X X X
IPM 31 -2.08 -3.28 -2.87 X X 1-2.5% .05-.1% .1-.5% X X
Some organic 19 -1.70 -2.78 -2.44 0.10 X 2.5-5% .1-.5% .5-1%  - X
T Score Percent Likelihood from Same Sample
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